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BAGHDAD
ABBAS AL-JAMALI
Tall of stature and ambition. Abbas
proved himself in the classroom, on
the debating platform and as hakim
in sports. He enjoyed exercising at
water-polo. His talents promise a
bright future.
Debating
Scientific Academy
Al-Iraqi Staff
Rev. Sidney M. MacNeil, S.,J
\D\ V\ FADHIL
. i . industrious tudenl with
.>, .•!'« .il>l< ensc ol humour,
Vlii.m • .1 . often iceri reading up
.,n in. iii' rs sci( niilu . I.i t< ning to th<
i adio occupied mu< h ol hi lei ure.
I b hopes to l>e> omi a civil engim i i
.
|, - . r p
i
COLLEGE
ADNAN JAZRAW1
A genial, all-round man, interested
in books, debating and dramatics,
Adnan also made time for Sodality
work. A strong interest in chemistry
points to thai field for the future.
Apostleship of Prayei
Debating
Scientific Academy
Dramatit i
Library Sin//
Elocution Contest
SENIOR
Mr. Nuri al-Qaisi A-JABBAR MAHMUD
Amiable and interesting at all times
A-Jabbar enjoyed debating and en-
tered many an elocution contest. His
favorite sports were football and
swimming. The appeal of physics
may lead him into mechanical en-
gineering.
Debating
Elocution Contest
Football
y^j Lj J\ o o
ALBERT SITRAKIAN
Tall, reserved and dependable, Al-
bert was prominent in dramatics
and debating. When not playing
intramural sports, hunting and
stamp collecting were his interests.
His future will be in electrical
engineering.
Debating
Dramatics
AMAD AL-BIR
Quiet on the surface, but possessing
depths of determination, Amad ex-
celled at sports and at physics.
Working out delicate problems in
physics was play for him. He has
selected civil engineering for his
future occupation.
Intramurals
A-MAJID ISMAIL
A quiet, pleasant personality will
(any A-Majid far in his life's pur-
suits. Basketball and economics were
his chief interests at B.C. He will
work hard for a career in commerce.
I) i h riling
Dranmlit *
BAGHDAD
AMIR AL-MAWLAWI
A strong and sturdy athlete, Amir
shone in football and track. He
impressed all with his sincerity.
Mathematics was his favorite sub-
ject and engineering awaits him
after graduation.
Football
Track
\M\\ \\ KM \\\\\ \\1
atil< and talented membei <>i
iIm- class, \m i I' . i < 1 1 1 1 *
Slid ilisi as well .1 •> l< ading man
» > r 1 if' ig( Mi mi. 1 . 1 in icienc<
and hn raturi in.i'l' him the well-
balan< 1 d man. He' h< ad< <\ i"i
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COLLEGE
VRAM KIVORKIAN
A man with a happy outlook, \i.nn
devoted much ol his lime to the
library and Al-Iraqi stalls. Drawing
was his hobby and body-building
Ins favorite sport. I lis liking for
|)h\sn s will help him to he a good
mei hanical engineer.
I"> in mil lii i
Elocution Contest
Al-Iraqi StaJ
Trad
SENIOR
BAHA ZARA
A prominent member of the Sodali-
ty, Baha also took part in debating
and activities of the Scientific
Academy. He took his exercise on
the handball courts and his relaxa-
tion at the radio. Electrical engi-
neering is in his future.
Apostleship of Prayer
Debating
Scientific Academy
BASIL AKRAM
An outstanding athlete of the class,
who starred in basketball and foot-
ball, as well as in track. Basil enjoyed
a good debate and appreciated the
arts. His bent for physics is directing
him towards an engineering degree.
Debating
Basketball
Track
W$m#fi
HASH. KATTULA
A devoted member of the Sodality,
Basil also found time for the Scien-
tific Academy and intramural sports.
His hobbies were reading and stamp
collecting. His talent for mathem-
atics points to a bright future in
accounting.
Apostleship a/ I'liiyii
Debating
^jL^A o o
BASIM A.L-UMAR
An outstanding student and athlete,
Basini led the basketball team to
many a victory. He also showed
himself to be a skillful debater. His
fondness lor geometry and chemistry
will make him a better petroleum
engineer.
Student Representative
Debating
Hashe Iball
I rack
DAUD LEON
A qui< i and capable member of the
class, Daud was prominent as a
Sodalist, library worker and com-
petitor on the spurts field. His abil-
ity tu read and reflect will benefit
him in his studies in economics.
Library Staff
Basketball
Football
/hi si hull
BAGHDAD
Rev. William I). Sheehan, S.J.
I MIL SALIM
\l • .1 ood natured and likeable,
I .mil could b( found 'in tin hand-
ball court, the volley ball court, 01
tin football fii Id. 1 l< enjoj 1 'I good
il activitii Hi in-
hould lead to civil
ng.
/ 'hull
COLLEGE
IAIIMI FADHIL
A quiet, pleasant personality won
Fahmi ma n\ friends. He was
devoted i<> the Apostleship of Prayer.
I lis abililv in 111.1 1 liema I i< S and 1 om-
mercial law augur well foi Ins suc-
< ess in the business w 1 1] Id.
. [postlt thip oj Prqyt 1
lull ii'iuii iil\
SENIOR
Mr. Alfred Xashi FAIZ TAWFIQ.
A prominent member of the Apostle-
ship of Prayer, Faiz impressed all by
his piety. He was known for a fast
game of ping-pong and enjoyed
chess as well. His ability in mathem-
atics speaks well for a career in
engineering.
Scientific Academy
Track
kji .Li/Yo i^
FARQAD AL-SALMAN
A big member of the class in every
sense, Farqad was most active in
debating and dramatics. He found
relaxation in music and was a fine
pianist. English and geometry were
his favorite studies and his future
will be in mechanical engineering.
Debating
Dramatics
FARUQ. HANNA
An active and intelligent companion
who devoted much time to reading,
Faruq also found time for work with
the Apostleship of Prayer and for
exercising on the track. His likins>
for commercial law will help his
studies at Commercial College.
Apostleship of Prayer
Track
BAGHDAD
FUAD AL-QURALSHI
A retiring, quiet person with a fine
sense of humour known to his
friends. Fuad's interests were volley-
ball and basketball, in addition to
reading. His gift for mechanics
points to a future in mechanical
engineering.
Track
GEORGE KRIKORIAN
A talented and artistic member of
the class, George found outlet for
his zeal in the Al-Iraqi staff and
in the debating and scientific aca-
demies. Music and printing were
his hobbies. His desire is to become
an electrical engineer.
Debating
Scientific Academy
.11
-Iraqi Staff
II \\ I II \\I \|l\ \
\ i. ill. thoughtful, ' lassmate, alway t
pond* tin" a problem, I laitham
ought oul ' i< Hi ilu hook foi 'I' ep
i . ading Hi found r< laxal ion listen-
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COLLEGE ' -_
MAIIMWI MUHAMMAD AL1
A wide variety of interests occupied
Haitham, ;i student representative,
at all times. M<' loved intramural
spoils, listening to music and stamp
collecting. 1 lis favorite subject, phys-
ics, will prepare him well for
mechanii ;il engineering.
Student Represi ntatii <
Intramurali
HANNA MIRAZIZ
A wide circle of interests enabled
Hanna to make many friends. He
divided his time between the Al-
Iraqi and the scientific and debating
academies. He showed ability as a
photographer and as an archer and
is looking forward to a career in
aviation engineering.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
Debating
Scientific Academy
Al-Iraqi Staff
Track
SENIOR
HARVEY PARHAD
A class leader in every respect,
Harvey poured his energies into
class work, dramatics, the scientific
and debating academies, and the
Al-Iraqi. His fine work in biology
and chemistry will stand by him in
his future medical studies.
Debating
Scientific Academy
Dramatics
Al-Iraqi Staff
Track
HIKMAT DIKRAN
Always a popular man with the
class, Hikmat's interests covered
debating and intramural sports and
he flavoured them all with his ready
wit. He enjoyed passing leisure hours
listening to music. His plans for the
future call for an assault on the
business world.
Debating
CLASS
HILAL SIMHAIRI
A steady and dependable disposition
won Hilal a legion of friends. He
was often seen with his harmonica,
or playing on the handball courts.
His favorite sport is hunting. His
future course of studies is yet to be
decided.
Intranasals
BAGHDAD
IBRAHIM ISMAIL
Unassuming and easy-going by na-
ture. Ibrahim endeared himself to
his classmates by his spirit of help-
fulness. He often relaxed with a fast
game of ping-pong. His stamp col-
li -ci inn i> an enviable one. Engineer-
ing is his chosen field.
Rev. Joseph G. Fennell, S..I.
IsllKII \\ Kl! \| \l)l Kl \\
\miable and inter* ting .1 1 .ill times>
I ihkhan display* 'I In talents on the
football fi< I'l and on thi 1 1 a< I 1 1'
,\>< m mm li <»l liis leisure list( ning
to his records. 1 1< liked mathematics
ind this will aid his tudii in
in' < haiiH al engini 1 1
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COLLEGE
JALAL JIBRAIL
A calm and serious-minded member
ol ilic class, Jalal won many friends
for Ins co-operative spirit. I [e showed
considerable skill as a debatei , I lis
love for biology augurs well for his
medical 1 ai eei
,
/)i bating
SENIOR
Mr. Elia Yaqub JALAL SAUR
A steady and dependable Sodalist
and worker for the Apostleship of
Prayer, Jalal also had a keen inter-
est in intramural sports. An earnest
student, he was often seen with
book in hand. His preference for
biology will lead him to a career
in mdicine.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
CLASS
JAMAL RAHMANI
A person everyone would be happy
to know, Jamal spread his interests
among the Sodality, dramatic aca-
demy and Al- Iraqi staff. He devel-
oped a great love of reading at B.C.
but mathematics was his favorite
subject. Engineering will be his
chosen field.
Sodality
Dramatii s
Al-Iraqi Staff
JOHN EDWIN
A sincere manner won John many
friends. A faithful member of the
Apostleship of Prayer, he could al-
ways be depended upon. \ game of
handball relaxed him; stamp collec-
tions fascinated him. His interesl in
commercial law will lead him i<>
Commercial College.
Apostleship of Prayer
BAGHDAD
KAMAL DINKHA
A man of varied interests and talents
whose fine character was admired
by all. Kamal gave generously of his
energies in the Sodality, library and
Al- Iraqi staff. His interest in liter-
ature points to a future as a writer
or economist.
Apostleship of Prayer
Debating
Dramatics
Library Staff
Elocution (.miii si
Al-Iraqi Staff
LINCOLN JOHN
A zealous and successful student,
Lincoln also excelled on the football
field. Physics, mathematics and
biology were the subjects he enjoyed
most at B.C. He will strive for suc-
cess in civil engineering.
Football
Track
I.I III I \l.l A
\n earnest and attentive student,
Lufti besl <li ipla) ed his talents in
ill- 'h .mi. tin .a .id- m Hi • • .' elled
in inn ..niMi.il jpoi ts and his virtues
mi and i>.ii Kin c were nun li
admired l>\ ln> fellows. His liking
lor biology lias grown into a desire
to I)'- a biologi
thip "/ Prqyei
Dramatit i
COLLEGE
MAAN IIAMII)
A pleasant and sociable companion]
Maan was an active member of the
debating academy. Mis favorite
sport was tra< k and liis specialty, the
hop-step-jump. Physics \\;is Ins fa-
vorite subject and, quite naturally,
Ins ambition is to be a mechanical
engineer.
Debating
I mi/,
MAHMUD ADIL
A calm, silent gentleman, strong in
algebra and track. Mahmud liked to
relax at the cinema and at intra-
mural sports. His plans are indefinite
as yet, but he would like to become
an airline pilot.
Track
SENIOR
MAHMUD NURADDIN
Often seen about the campus en-
gaged in a lively discussion, Mah-
mud was also a good listener. His
friends respected his sincerity. His
interests ranged from the sciences
to classical music. Chemistry was
his favorite study and he hopes for
a future in it.
Debating
Scientific Academy
MICHAEL MARMARIAN
A genial gentle-man with a fine
competitive spirit, Michael won
fame on many fronts. Often seen
touring the city in his Volkswagen,
he still had time for a number of
school activities ranging from dram-
atics to basketball. His fondness for
science will lead him to electrical
engineering.
Aposlleship of Prayer Dramatics
Debating Basketball
\_aLjJ\k5 O
MIQDAM AL-AMIR
A willing and determined student,
Miqdam found success in the class-
room and on the athletic field. When
not driving, his hobby of printing
occupied his leisure. He plans to be
a chemist.
Al-Iraqi Staff
Track
MUAYYAD QADDU
A reserved, soft-spoken gentleman,
whose smile made him very popular,
Muayyad took great delight in a
game of volleyball. Swimming was
also a favorite form of relaxation.
His favorite study at B.C. was
chemistry and lu\ future will be in
engineering.
Track
BAGHDAD
Rev. Stanislaus T. Gerry, S..I.
\ll Kill. Is II \ssl
V prominent tnembei of th< ipostlc-
ship <>l Prayer, Mukhli wa ilso
hi iiiii.iiinii.il ports. II' t< ">l
hi in di.iw in" ind pi ml -
lettei Mi desin t"i
the future will l< .id him i" medical
)< ll(. 1. 1.
I
COLLEGE
MUNTHAR \.\M.W
Fail hful and dep< ridable, Munthar
was . 1 1 w .1 % > most generous and co-
operative. 1 lis work in die liln .'i \
was gi ciil\ appi e< iated. I lis stamp
collection grew evei larger. A liking
for commeri ial law draws him
towards ( lommen ial ( lollege.
Sailall I
Y
. [postleship a/ Prqyei
Inn I
Library Staff
SENIOR
Mr. Azhar Sharif MUSA YUSUF
A man whose strong, quiet character
has contributed much to B.C. A
skilled photographer on the Al-
Iraqi staff, Musa named English as
his favorite study. He aspires to a
career as an army officer.
Apostleship of Prayer
Al-Iraqi Staff
CLASS
MUWAFFAQ EDWARD
A talented man of many interests,
Muwaffiq was seen in many a
dramatic production. He was a
handball and swimming enthusiast
and found physics and chemistry
his favorite subjects. Quite logically
he looks to a future in mechanical
engineering.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
MUWAFFAQ. SIMAM
For an ever-ready smile, here's your
man. Active in the Sodality and the
Scientific Academy, Muwaffaq was
also a member of the Al-Iraqi stall'.
His love dI physics is leading him
to a career in atomic engineering.
Sodality Elocution Contest
Apostleship oj Prayei Scientific Academy
Debating Al-Iraqi Staff
NABIL ABBOSH
A muscular member of the track
team who enjoyed baseball and
swimming as well. Nabil was also
a keen reader and was known as a
fine debater. English and mathem-
atics were his favorites and his future
will be in engineering.
Sodality
Debating
Track
BAGHDAD
NABIL IBRAHIM
An earnest student, always willing
to share his talents, Nabil was
active in the Scientific Academy.
He was a formidable opponent at
either ping-pong or chess. His sights
are set on a future in engineering.
Scientific Academy
NABIL MAJID
I .'II and |" r tonabli . Nabil divided
his leisuri tim< between intramural
-!>'*« ' and ill- s< H iii i f i f \< ,hI' up,
.
Photogi aph and tamp • ollc< ting
in hobbies and biology his
iM'f. II' ile .el- <l foi the
in- 'Ik .ii profi Mm.
I U tn
,
COLLEGE
NAM THWAIN1
This smooth man-about-campus dis-
played many talents: engaging de-
bater, clevei artist, brighl light in
the sciences. Physics and geometry
had Strong appeal and Nabil looks
in
.1 Inline in electrical engineering.
Debating
s< n ni
i
ji< Academy
SENIOR
NABIL YUSUF FARAJ
A bright personality with a winning
sense of humour, Nabil was an out-
standing Socialist, actor and photo-
grapher. In studies his interests
centered in mathematics and he will
go on in electrical engineering.
Sodality
Aposlleship of Prayer
Dramatics
Al-haqi Staff
NABIL YUSUF FRANCIS
A happy and industrious student
who, though reserved, always ra-
diated good humour. Ping-pong and
stamp collecting were Nabil's favor-
ite diversions; physics the subject
he liked best. He aspires to a career
in medicine.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
Al-Iraqi Staff
XADIM NAUMI
A slender and personable young
man, active in the Sodality and in
intramural sports, Nadim devoted
much of his remaining time to
reading. His interest in commercial
law will lead him to a future as a
political economist.
Aposlleship of Prayer
Debating
CLASS
NAJAH AKKAM
A fine gentleman and a fine student,
Najah. His interests at B.C. were
decidedly scientific and only a keen
taste for a good debate drew him
out of the physics laboratory. He
looks to a blight future in geophysics.
Sodality
Aposlleship of Pinvei
Debating
Scientific Academy
BAGHDAD
WVSRAT YUSUF
A young man who showed himself
earnest and enthusiastic in every-
thing he undertook, Nasrat was a
faithful Socialist and a specialist in
track. He plans to put his flair for
mathematics to account in the field
i>l civil engineering.
Sodality
Apostleship of I'
Rev. Joseph I). Quinn, S.J.
COLLEGE
PHENI EL PHILIP
A fine -indi ni and > fin< athlete,
I'd- mi" I h .1 rare balan< i ol the two.
Hi ii ii i ir 1 ^ know thai In
and music. I Ii Condn< foi
the »( i' in ii di .iw in" him to a
lulu:
/ 'hrl/l
POPKIN BUSTANIAN
A populai member of ilx- (lass,
Popkiri liked besl physics and chem-
istry and was in eager promotor <>l
intramural sports. Reading novels
was Ins Favorite form ol relaxation.
I lis future plans | >< >i ni to a career in
inn li.inn ,il engineering.
7 mi I,
SENIOR
Rfv. John L. Mahoney, S.J. QAIS ASMAR
Blessed with a warm and engaging
personality, Qais showed a wealth
of interests and talents that ranged
from the high-jump to languages
and philosophy. As yet he has not
decided on any one field for the
future but medicine has strong
appeal.
Apostleship of Prayer
Debating
Scientific Academy
Al-Iraqi Staff
Track
V_^ JL./\o o
RAFI BABAIAN
A quiet student, but one rich in
talent and imagination, Rah" was
active in the Scientific Academy as
well as in several major sports. He
greatly enjoyed reading novels for
relaxation. His hopes for the future
center around mechanical engi-
neering.
Scientific Academy
Football
I mi I.
ROGER PAHLAWAN
A friendly big man, greatly admired
by his classmates, Roger managed
to distribute his talents among many
campus activities. Mathematics was
his favorite study at B.C. and lie
aspires to be an engineer.
Debating
Scientific Academy
Dramatics
Al-Iraqi Stqfi
BAGHDAD
s\BAH DIKRAX
A tall, likeable young man. Sabah
was active in debating and in the
Scientific Academy. His special de-
light was to be at the wheel of his
car. A liking for mathematics will
help him become a radio-television
engineer.
Debating
Scientific Academy
SABAH HARUTUNIAN
This earnest young man has con-
tributed much to B.C. in his years
here. The library and dramatic
academy have profited from Sabah's
talents and zeal. His fondness for
mathematics should bring success in
engineering.
Sodality
Apostleshiji of Prayer
Debating
Dramatics
SABAH \l.-ni Tl
\ happy . < apabli membei <>i the
Sabah was always willing t<»
lend a helping band. lbs smile was
( ontagiou I [i i njoj i <1 listening t<>
good mihi'. Engineering will be Ins
i hosi ii field.
Sod
COLLEGE
SAP,All TONIETT1
A modes! manner won Sabah many
friends al Baghdad College Outside
of class the Sodality and Apostleship
ii! Prayer were liis i hie! interests.
Chemistry was Ins favorite (lass and,
consequently, he plans to become a
chemist.
Sodalil)
Apostleship oj Prayet
SENIOR
SAMI ANDREA
Not only was Sami a good talker,
he was a good listener as well.
Often seen with camera in hand,
he showed wonderful school spirit
at intramural sporting events. A
liking for physics will lead him into
civil engineering.
Apostleship of Prayer
SAMI HALATA
Enthusiastic and personable, Sami
found time for multiple activities in
addition to class work. He loved
good music and delighted all with
his accordion. As a scientist, he
looks to a future in mechanical
engineering.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
Debating
v^ J_^r\o o
SAMIR HANNA
Mild-mannered and soft-spoken, Sa-
mir was a man full of accomplish-
ments. In chapel, on stage, in the
library, he gave himself generously.
His knack for geometry has set him
on the road to a career as a civil
engineer.
Sodality Al-Iraqi Staff
Apostleship of Prayer Track
Dramatics
SAMIR QATTAN
A gentleman in the classroom and
on the field of sport. Samir was
much admired and respected. His
strong right arm pitched his team
to many a victory. Widely read, he
hopes to continue his students in
economics.
Al-Ircqi Slajl
I 1(1(1,
Baseball
SARDUN HERMES
Possessed of a winning and genial
personality. Sardun used all his
talents to great advantage. A faith-
ful Sodalist, a good debater, a delight
on the stage, lie will be missed on
the campus. His future course of
Mudies is yet undecided.
. IpOStll \llljl OJ I',,, | , /
Debating
Lib) 5
Dram \tu *
Elocution Contest
BAGHDAD
Rev. Robert D. Farrell, S.J.
sil \l in [BR \lll\l
Sincere, friendly, industi iou Shafiq
won man ti u nd .11 Baghdad ( -"I-
1 1' had .1 gr< ai l<>\ i i"i pori .
.If. football and ba k< tball.
II i.iin|) i ollec i ion is on< i ! tie
1 1 liking lot mathi in.ii it s
poinl i" • ngim < \ ing.
COLLEGE
SHAMUN YAOli
A in. in of many and varied accom-
plishments, Shamun showed excel-
lein i iii Arabic and oratory, < 1< I >;ii -
inn and track. I le was an outstanding
hurdler. Mis future studies will aim
at ;i medical degree.
Apostleship i'l Prayei Al-Iraqi Sin//
Debating Basketball
i'.U't ilium Contest Trad
SENIOR
Mh. Hamid al-Asadi SHIBIB HALABU
A serious-minded but always smiling
member of the class, Shibib was
prominent in the Sodality and
Apostleship of Prayer. He intends
to pursue his favorite subject, phys-
ics, in mechanical engineering.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
\^j J_^/\o »3
SU'DAD STEPHAN
Possessed of a generous and genial
character, Su'dad gave much of his
time to the Sodality and Apostleship
of Prayer. Dramatics and debating
were among his many interests. He
will prepare for a future in engi-
neering.
Debating
Dramatics
TALAL AL-NAIB
A pleasanl and amiable person with
a limitless reserve of patience, Talal
won many friends in his years at
B.C. His eagerness to learn in physics
class was remarkable and thai should
provide a good foundation for his
future studies in mechanical engi-
neering.
BAGHDAD
TARIQ. SALBI
A popular classmate with an ever-
widening circle of friends, Tariq
won fame as a trackman. He enjoyed
a good debate as well as a fast game
of basketball. He desires to become
a full-fledged chemist.
Debuting
Track
Rev. Frederick W. Kki.lv, S.J.
I SAM \MIKl Kl
\ faithful m< mbei ol il>< Sodality,
I am was evei generous with his
tim< and talents. He i<><>k delight
in helping people. Handball and
tennis were ln^ favoi it< ipoi ts and
looking forward i" .1 military
caret r.
. .In/, of P
\ting
Library Staff
COLLEGE
I ISAM JURJIS
A gentle and efficient personality
enabled I 'sain to attract many
friends. In addition to classroom
activities lie look pari in the work
<>l the Apostleship <>l Prayer. I le
expects to continue his studies at
medical college.
Apostleship of Prayer
Debating
Elocution Contest
SENIOR
Rev. Harold R. Powers, S.J. VRAJ HARUTUNIAN
A zealous and high-spirited student,
Vraj was always most generous. He
worked in the library and on the
staff of Al-Iraqi. His speaking ability
was displayed in the elocution con-
test and on the debating platform.
Success will be his in the business
world.
Debating
Library Staff
Elocution Contest
Al-Iraqi Staff
\^j J^i\o o
WAJIH AL-SHAIKH
Scientific subjects always fascinated
Wajih. He was a prominent member
of the Scientific Academy, and chose
mathematics and physics as his
favorite studies at B.C. As expected
he will pursue engineering.
Scientific Academy
YVAY1L HINDU
A warm and friendly manner won
Wayil many friends. He was ever
faithful as a Sodalist. His exploits on
the basketball court and baseball
field won top-rating and his per-
formance in "Amahl" will be long
remembered. He should make a
fine economist.
Debating Basketball Team
Dramatics Baseball Team
Al-Iraqi Staff Track
BAGHDAD
YAQUB SHUNIYYA
A good-natured and popular per-
sonality, Vaqub was always an eager
supporter of all class activities.
Mathematics and book-keeping were
his favorite subjects and he hopes
for a career in accounting.
Apostleship of Prayer
Mis. Muhammad T. al-Shawi
COLLEGE
YUSHIA QABLANU
\ warm and winning smile gained
Yushia many friends. He loved a
good game of football and .1 fasl
Workout >>n ili' li .11 k. I l< relaxed
by listening to good music. lbs ac-
1 ompli .Inn- in - in < In tnistl y augur
.•.' II foi .1 medical career.
1
/All) AL-ASTRABAD1
Popular, well-groomed Zaid had
llie respect of all his classmates.
When not busy with his stamp col-
lection he COUld be found at his
hobby of printing. Good at chem-
istry, he hopes to become an Out-
standing petroleum engineer.
Intramurali
SENIOR
Mr. Nadim Abdcl-Rahman ZUHAIR DAUD
A fine sense of propriety made
Zuhair popular with his classmates.
He was a generous member of the
Sodality and the Apostleship of
Prayer. Intramural sports had great
appeal for him. He plans to be an
architect.
Sodality
Apostleship of Prayer
Track
L^-Li/\o o
ZUHAIR QASHAT
A serious and industrious student,
Zuhair was popular with one and
all. He was a faithful member of
the Apostleship of Prayer. Intra-
murals and track were his sports
outlets. He will strive to become a
good economist.
Apostleship of Prayer
Track
ZUHAIR YUSUF
R. I. P.
March 6, 1960
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Fifth Row, left to right: Sargon Dick, Faiq al-Qazwini,
Lutfiq Kuyumjian, Safa Ashkuri, Basil al-Qaisi, Usmat Najdat,
Frederick Edward.
Fourth Row: Sabah Khudhur, Namir Subhiyya, Berj Minasakanian,
Muwaffaq Killu, Fuad Fattuhi, Husain Afnan, Sami al-Qas Elias.
Third Row: Zahir Abbosh, Samir Nairn, Samir Samuel,
Ughuz Umar AM, Nazih Hindi, Muwaffaq A-Rahman, Armin
Markarian.
Second Row: Sufian al-Shawwaf, Munib al-Shaikh, Hassan al-
Fakhri, Rustam Tufunkjian, Sulaiman Zainal, Said Ismail, Nazar
Hamdun.
First Row : Rafid Jaddu, Riadh Philip, Nabil Mammu,
Fr. Mahan, S.J., Mazin al-Samarrai, Sarmad Mahmud, Riadh Yusuf.
Rev. Chari.es W. Mahan, S.J.
4 A
4 B
Mis. Geohge Abbosh Mi-.. Muhammad al-Shibibi
Fifth Row, left to right: Shamuel Ishaya, MattiWadi, Tariq
al-Atiyya, Fuad Faddu, Imad Khadduri, Nazar Quraishi.
Fourth Row: Sami Marini, Nimat Hanna, Sargon Gundalov,
Sinan Hasan, Fadhil Abbas Mahdi, Muhammad al-Rufay'i, Adnan
Bahnam.
Third Row: Raad Yahya, Adnan al-Najafi, Mazin Aziz, Daud
Savdalian, Ali al-Haidari, Hashim A-Mahdi. Wane Hovsepian.
Second Row: Adai Hatam, Alyazar Yaqub, Nubar Jananian,
Warant Gharibian, Namiq Hazim, Yusuf Skcnder, Samir Shaul.
In t Row; Shawqi Yusuf, Saad Abbas, Usam Khairi,
Fr. Fcnncll, S J., Adil Wadi, A-Kaq al Am, Shwan al-Chalabi.
I I'll (j li \i i i . S. .1

Third Row, left to right: Mahir Nuraddin, Varujan
Margussian, Walid Audu, Hikmat Basmaji, Sirbest Qazzaz.
Second Row: Muwaffaq Zaki, Mumtaz Burachi, Wasim
al-Churbachi, Ghazwan Faraj.
First Row: Zuhair Yaldu, Abdullah Ephram, Fr. Powers, S.J.,
Khalil Sagman, Majid Daiza.
Rev. Harold R. Powers, S.J.
4C
4D
Mr. Hammadi ai.-Allawi
I ifth Row, left to right: Harith al-Jamali. Laith al-Khudhairi,
Muwaffaq Thwaini, Hagop Jakalian, Skender Kadikian, Nabil
Habba, Nuri al-Saidi.
Fourth Row: Yazan al-Naib, Nabil Yaqub, AM al-Sadr, Salar
Cnafur, Adil Yusuf, Dhaflr Salbi, Sulak Askijian.
Mm I Row: A-Masih Dinha, Talib al-Tamimi, Suhail Badran,
Ihsan Michael, Dhia Wadi, Riadh Sadiq, Fuad Daud.
Second Row: Suhail Hafidh, Adil Malik, Wasif Shammanni,
Zuhair Hanna, Luay al-Qazwini, Berj Dimirjian.
I ii I Row: Hagop Yasayan, Elias Ibrahim, Nabil Umar Ali,
Fr. F. Kelly, S.J., Basil Albert, Walid Faidhi, Nadim Kaina.
I'.i \. Fri hi RU K W. Ki i i "i . S .1
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rFifth Row, left to right: Hazim Atiyya, Leon Asilian, Najah
Bahjat, Ajil al-Hathal, Sabah Wazir, Nabil George.
Fourth Row: Jamal Yusuf, A-Adhim Miri, Shihab al-Awqati,
Edmund Qalita, Arshak Yusuf, Nabil Antwan, Armin Qazanjian.
Third Row: Korkis Michael, Munthar Sittu, lyad Kurukchi,
Namir al-Rahhal, Muhammad Shkara, Nabil Hassu.
Second Row: Wisam Hakim, Rafat Faiq, Wisam Jurjis, Mahir
Madhat, Basil Tuminna, George Davida.
First Row: Falah Qirma, Gabriel Hindu, Fawwaz al-Gailani,
Fr. Madaras, S.J., lyad al-Samarrai, Faiz al-Gailani, Sabah Rauf.
Rev. Edwaisd 1". Madahas, S..I.
3 A
3B
Mi;. YaSIN M . K \siiii) Mh. Nasih Taqtaq
Fifth Row, left to right: Abdullah al-Dabbagh, Waskin
Jamkujian, Harbi brahim, Kamil Shashu, Waskin Asadurian.
Fourth Row: Aram Tchobanian, Zuharab Ghazarian, Imad
Qasim, Anmar al-Qassab, Ali Kubba, Zaidun Ahmad, Muzahim
Siddiq
Third Row: Nabil al-Shawwaf, Kamal Elyahu, A-Sattar
al-Ansari, Suhail Matlub, Husain Ali, Ihsan Najib, Tariq Andrea.
nd Row: Majid Shammami, Rahif Qattan, Edward
George, Popkin Simonian, Usam al-Amin, Ara Kivorkian, Adil
Qasim.
In I Row: Sarkis Benjamin, Anan Alios, Ghassan Khairi.
Fr. Owens, S.J., Samir Alwan, Sami Zakaria, Hraj Kuyumjian.
1 1 ( .1' .11 Y Owens, S. J,

rFifth Row, left to right: John Maqsud, Faruq Aziz, Walid
Salman, Harb al-Umari, Adil Abdullah, Joseph Sawtiri.
Fourth Row: Nabil Ismail, Mithal Alaman, Salim Zabuni,
Yusuf Emmanuel, Sarmad al-Kassa>r, Yusuf Salim, Simon Sarkis.
Third Row: Arman Balian, Munthar Kamil, Basim Yusuf,
Skender Ishu, Hagop Boghossian, Haik Salibian.
Second Row: Bismark Mushi, Shahir Nuraddin, Samir Maizi,
Galen Parhad, Muhammad Kubba, Faris Nasir, Ramzi Loqa.
First Row: Hushmand al-Jaf, Makram George, Nabil Elia,
Fr. Healey, S.J., Nihad Abaji, Jamal Daiza, Usam Kassab.
Rev. Charles .1. Healey, S.J.
3C
3D
Mr.. Yaiiya ai.-Thai. mi Mn. Jasim al-Abudi
Fifth Row, left to right: Krikor Wartkissian, Zuhair
al-Uthari, A-Razzaq Aziz, George Abbu, Nasir Yaqub, Victor
Nimrud.
Fourth Row: Mamun al-Shawwaf, Moshi Abid, Muhammad
Ali Tnlib, Sinan Sadiq, Ghalib Talia, Sabri Akkash, Emmanuel
Paulus.
Third Row: Ohannes Awakian, Fuad Said, Murad
Wartanian, Adnan al-Qalamchi, Ramzi Hamdi, Hatam George.
Second Row: Muthanna Kannuna, Sinan al-Rawi, Basil
al-Aswad, Wayil al-Bassam, Krikor Dramirian, Husain al-Chalabi.
I ii t Row: Fawzi al-Dabbagh, Ali al-Qalamchi, Nadim Adil,
Fr. Merrick, S.J., Anand Mohindra, George Jamil, Saad A-Rahman.
Rev. Joseph P. Merhick, S.
.

rFifth Row, left to right: Nubar Jirair, Ashur Dick, Muham-
mad al-Pachachi, Jawad Tuma.
Fourth Row: Bahnam George, Maad Madhat, Faisal Ahmad,
Basil Shammas, Freddy Saati, Hilal Naib, Muayyad Rashid.
Third Row: Gassan Elias, Muayyad Baghdadi, Fakhri Wadi,
Nadir Jamshid, Basil Sadiq, Kamiran al-Dabbagh, Sabah Adrian.
Second Row: Jibran Yusuf, Quraish Yusuf, Shiram Surin,
Nabil Shuniyya, Imad Bashir, Ramzi Isa.
First Row: Riadh al-Waqil, A-Hamid Ismail, Nashat George,
Fr. Bennett, S.J., Hilal Shina, Nazar Yusuf, Salim al-Sarraf.
Rev. Joseph T. Bennett, S.J.
2 A
2B
Mr. T vhiq A bdul-Qadih Mr. Abdul-Qadir Hassan
hfth Row, left lo right: Sabah Audu, Muthar al-Ubaidi,
Yusuf Badalian, Edward Mardinli, Hnzim al-Umar, Mahir Qazanji,
Muwaffaq Hassu.
Fourth Row: Samir Jawad, Naif al-Hathal, Najib Jihad,
Krikor Simonian, Basil A-Latif, Amir Michael.
Mind Row: Badwarn Hagopian, Farid al-Qas Elias, Wisam
Qambar Agha, Abulun Aghaban, Nail Murad al-Shaikh, Zahir
Yusuf.
Second Row: Awni Makiyya, Dhaflr Faraj, Usama George,
Jamal Ziyya, Amir al-Naib, Saad Asad, Roy Antranik.
I ii l Row: George Nuri, Mufld Hassu, Claude de Marchi_
Fr. Miff, S.J., Dahan Khamis, Hanna Dabbas, Mukhlis Faraj.
Jon . A. Mm i , S.J.

Fifth Row, left to right: Dilawr Ibrahim, Najib Qunja,
Sarkis Sinanian, Ramiz Daud, Zia Yusuf.
Fourth Row: Talal Kudhairi, Aqil Atiyya, Habib Gabriel,
Saadi Bayati, Ohannes Artin, Shamun Awdishu.
Third Row: Ghassan al-Barrak, Isa Jamil, Amir Tahir,
Muhammad Atiyya, Hadi al-Umari, Mahran Mahranian, Zuharab
Jakalian.
Second Row: Raziq al-Saigh, Adil al-Sarraf, Ishu Yonathan,
Arif Rafiq, Johnny Barjuni, Dhia Yaqub, Husain AM.
First Row: Qais Butros, A-Masih Francis, Salih Yunis,
Fr. Nash, S.J., Najib Hanna, Hikmat Aziz, Athir Bashir.
Rev. Paul A. Nash, S.J.
2C
2D
Mr. Yusuf Elias Antun
hfth Row, left to right: Hartyun Maranjian, Benjamin Jajju,
Nabil Khudhairi, Munsif Aziz, Rustam Garabet.
Fourth Row: Rafi Makardijian, Mumtaz Askar, Shurn Yuil,
Ahmad Rakan, Hamid Attisha, Butros Simu, Hashim Sadiq.
rhird Row: Nabil Tummina, Riadh Hafidh, Khalil al-Janabi,
Faisal al-Mumaiz, Harith Sadiq, Sarmad Majid.
iecond Row: Nabil Tawfiq, Nabil Shakuri, Basil Yusuf,
Ghanim Tabchi, Eddie Emmanuel, Krikor Ashiot, Riadh Daud.
I I I Row: Muhammad Hammudi, Munthar Naman, Hani
Matlub, Fr. Manning, S.J.. Azad al-Chalabi, Zuhair Thomas,
Salah Sulaiman.
Rkv. Thomas C Maxxino, S .1

Fifth Row, left to right: Ara Markossian, Laith al-Waidh,
Qusai A-Latif, Ayman Said, Walid Bunni.
Fourth Row: Dhia Philip, Muayyad al-Shaikh, Atla Mahdi,
Usam Ibrahim, Walid Jazrawi, Sahii* Elias.
Third Row: Zuhair Sadiq, Salam A-Wahab, Mustafa Qambar
Agha, Arshak Zaduian, Ibrahim Jamil, Elias Khayyat.
Second Row: Samir Salmu, Hilal Ohan, Falah Hasan, Khalid
al-Bana, Fatih Ibrahim, Jawdat Rashid, Eddie Israil.
First Row: Khalid al-Dhakir, Nimat Antun, Emmanuel
Hermez, Fr. Manning, S.J., Mumtaz Hanna, Adil Tuma, Walid
Faraj.
Rpv. Thomas C. Manning, S
2E
1 A
Mi,. Yusuf Badri
Fifth Row, left to right: Karnik Babaian, Dimitri John,
Salim Hammana, Rami Andrea, Farid Albert.
Fourth Row: Sabah John, Saad Faraj, Walid Kamal, Muham-
mad Ali, Khalid Hikmat, Tuma Nisam.
Ihncl Row: Nabil A-Latif, Vache Simonian, Samuel Canta,
Ghassan Yusuf, Basim Najdat, Swarah Qaftan, Yagub Zainal.
Second Row: Nabil Majdalani, Mahmud Falih, Muhammad
Rafiq, lyad Qassar, Basim Rassam, Sinan A-Jabbar, Zuhair Dhia.
Row: Raad Said, Ziad Shamun, Imad al-Qazwini, Fr.
Banks, S.I., Haidar Kubba, Ahmad A-Rahman, Muwaffaq Naaman.
I jivv \i.ii .1 . Banks, S.J.

Rev. Charles M. Loeffler, S.J.
Fifth Row, left to right: Muayyad Matti, Ali al-Shabibi,
Basim Ibrahim, Yusuf Francis.
Fourth Row: Haitham A-Jabbar, Kadhim al-Baya, Hikmat
Marugil, Edmund Edward, Laith Haiyali, Ziad al-Wutri.
Third Row: Falah Alaka, Ahmad Shanshal, Muhammad
Mustafa, Yahya A-Sittar, Daud Hartiyun, Mahmud Majid, Imad
Nauras.
Second Row: Usam Yusuf, Saad Ismail, Armin Grasimian,
Sabah Faraj, Ibrahim Khalil, Imad Shakarji, George Yusuf.
First Row: Usama al-Naib, Fattah Muhammad Ali, Shawqi
Jurjis, Fr. Loeffler, S.J., Gabriel Tatian, Raad Istephan, Haitham
Fuad.
1 B
1 C
Mu. Audi i.aiiad George
Fifth Row, left to right: Qais Muhammad, Shirwan al-Mufti,
Tariq al-Ubaidi, A-Hadi Ismail, Robert Yuil.
Fourth Row: George Henry, Alvin Albert, Nihad Mahmud,
Raad A-Qadir, Talal al-Ghazal, Jones George, A-Aziz Rifat.
rhird Row: Imad Habba, Talha al-Shawwaf, Atif Michael,
Faiz al-Jaryan, Sabah Bakosc, Hikmat Maskoni, Saad A-Razzaq.
Second Row: Muayyad Majid, Shadrak Shabbas, Dhafir Elias,
Nabil Tuma, Kamal George, Luay Nasi, Bariz Umar Ali.
I it t Row: Muayyad Hummadi. Walid Mahmud, Mahir
Razzuq, Fr. Sara, S.J., lyad Abbas, Farid Hanna, Vartan Parsighian.
Rev. Solomon I Saha, S.J
,r u j f7^
Rev. .John L. Mahoney, S.J.
Fifth Row, left to right: AM al-Hasani, Wisam Saigh, Nizaq
A-Majid. Wadi Yusuf, Nabil al-Rawi,
Fourth Row: Raman Dick, Saadaddin Said, Thomas David,
Hilal Daud, Usama al-Nasiri, Yisar al-Athri, Rafid Attisha.
Third Row: Farid Tabib, Michael Simonian, Ala Antun,
Kamal Taqtaq, Thuayyib A-Jabbar, Athir Battah, Ali Atiyya.
Second Row: Fadhil Shakarji, Nabil al-Dabbuni, Joseph
Bahoshy, Samir Adnan Chalabi, Hagop Fahmi, Mahir Faiq.
First Row: Muwaffaq al-Baya, Leon Hartyun, Saad Zaku,
Fr. Mahoney, S.J., Thamir al-Saidi, Makram Anastas, Manhal Fadhil.
1 D
1 E
Mu. Jamil Salim
Fifth Row, left lo right: Ronald John, Norman Ibrahim.
Salam Abdulahad, Hagop Arshak, Namir Nuraddin.
Fourth Row: Raad Bunni, Raad Naji, Muwaffaq al-Dabbuni,
Emmanuel Shushu, George Yanni, Sabah Qashat, Nasir Haddad.
Third Row: Ali Qambar Agha, Nazar Sirop, Majid A-Latif,
Sirud Jayawuk, Basim Kamil, Fund A-Aziz, Ni'matallah Warrudi.
Second Row: Husamaddin al-Rawi, Qaisar Ibrahim. Ali al-
Khalisi, Samir Fernandez. Ali Sabih, Shahib al-Sinjaqli, Jabbar Anis.
Row : Saad al-Hassun. Basil Yusuf. Anwar Barnuti.
Fr. Shea, S.J., Ohanncs Kadoyan, Raad Hanna, Walid Mammu.
Rev. i.i -. .1. Shea, s .1

Hi v. Joseph I). Quixn, S.J.
Fifth Row, left to right: Yusuf Abbu, Saad Salih, Samir
Sharif, Muhammad Qasim al-Baya, Jaffar Sadiq.
Fourth Row: Daud Shaul, Konkis Michael, Hagop Jamil,
Muhammad al-Tai, Muayyad Nasir, Mumtaz Faraj, Tawr Yusuf.
Third Row: Akram Musa, Said Qasim, Farqad Salih, Ali al-
Kindi, Hatim Ridha, Alfred John, A-Rahim A-Jabbar.
Second Row: Kadhim Nasir, Talal Fuad, Namir Faiq, Mushtaq
Matti, Nidhal Mansur, Raad A-Jabbar, Varujan Wartkis.
First Row: Livon Dramirian, Amir Edward, Dilair Arma-
ghani, Fr. Quinn, S.J., Sabah al-Ubaidi, Nabil al-Azzawi, Mukhlis
Edward.
1 F
1 G
Mu. Yahya Barsoum
Fifth Row, left to right: Surin Wartanian, Victor Kivorkian,
Salih al-Nassuli, Peter John, Azam Rabia, Ghalib Saigh.
Fourth Row: Daud al-Rahhal, Albert Baba, Luay Philip,
Vahe Haik, Najat al-Dabbagh, Joseph Abukhatir, Isam al-Mahawili.
I In (I Row: Nufal al-Hafldh, Khalis Mahmud, Faris Farid,
Haik Mardiros, Muayyad Kadhim, Matti Tabib, Sahran Ibrahim.
Second Row: Jafar Allawi, Ahmad Muhammad, Ali Abdullah,
Raad Bahnam, George Atchu, Muwaffaq Shamun.
First Row: Imad Jaddu, Walid al-Dabbuni, Walid Elias,
Fr. Young, S.J., Ghassan Hikari, Kadhim al-Najafi, Jesse Roy.
Rev. W m ii n .1 Yoi no. S .1

Rev. Charles .J. Healey, S.J
r
Fifth Row, left to right: Hajar Mahdi, Ismail Khalil, Fatallah
Yusufani, Nabil Nadim, Hagop Hovsepian.
Fourth Row: Joseph Said, Inam Mahmud, Wathiq Hindu,
Nazar Salman, Antranik Harutunian, Azad Fuad, Nabil Michael.
Third Row: Fakhri al-Hilali, Albert Marugil, Ramzi George,
Munthar Philip, AM Shamsaddin, Muhammad Khalil, Zuhair Balal.
Second Row: Muhammad al-Shakarji, Basil Hanna, Hafidh
Abbas, George Yuil, Nadhir Abbas, Sabah Dawisha, Nazar Daud.
First Row: George Hayrak, Haitham Saiflddin, Fadhil al-
Khaffaji, Fr. Healey, S.J., Badr Louis, Khalil al-Naguib, Raad
Hashim.
1 H
SODALITY
B. C. DRAMATIC PLAYERS
APOSTLESHIP OF PRAYER
B. C. DEBATERS
AL-IRAOI STAFF
SCIENTIFIC ACADEMY
LIBRARY STAFF
POOR COLLECTORS
MISSION COLLECTORS
ELOCUTION CONTESTANTS
Eucharistic Committee
OUR LADY'S
SODALITY
Gifts foi pooi ;ii ( Ihristmas
After a regular series of well-attended sessions during
the summer months at Saadun House with cathechism
teaching at the Hikmat School and classroom painting at
the Bab Sharji Girl's School, the Sodality opened the
school-year with a day of recollection and then resumed
its customary weekly meetings. Assisting Fr. Leo Shea,
the director, is Fr. Walter Young, who has been working
chiefly among third and fourth-year candidates. The Soda-
lity chose Shawqi Talia prefect, Muwaffaq Sim'ani vice-
prefect, Antwan Khawwam secretary and Kamal Dinkha
treasurer. After Shawqi Talia departed for studies abroad,
Muwaffaq Sim'ani carried on ably as prefect. To these
officers were added Sami Halata, Nabil Faraj, and Mun-
thar Na'man as consultors.
Our Sodality activity has followed the recognized
Sodality program aiming at holiness among its members
and aid to others, both spiritual and temporal. A series of
days of recollection on school holidays, a pilgrimage to
the churches of Baghdad, daily Mass and Rosary in the
Sodality chapel — these were some of the signs indicating
our pursuit of the first aim, A school-wide collection of
clothing for the poor, teaching catechism in Sulaikh and
the Gailani camp, spread of devotion to Mary and Her
Rosary, frequent reception of the Eucharist in and out of
school — these were some of the activities inspired by
the second aim.
Council planning
Members at discussion meeting
Candidates who have met the challenge of such a program and
are striving to practise the Sodality way of life this year are :
5th High
Adnan Jezrawi
Antwan Khawwam
Baha Zara
Daud Leon
Hanna Miraziz
Jamal Rahmani
Kamal Dinkha
Munthar Naman
Muwaffaq Edward
Muwaffaq Simani
Nabil Faraj
Nabil Francis
Nadim Naumi
Sabah Tonietti
Sami Halata
Sardun Hermes
Wayil Hindu
4th High
Adnan Bahnam
Adil Wadi
Frederick Edward
Imad Khadduri
Matti Wadi
Munib al-Shaikh
Safa Ashkuri
Shawqi Yusuf
Usam Khairi
Wasif Shammami
Zahir Abbosh
Abdullah Ephrem
Khalil Sagman
3rd High
Anan Alios
Faris Nasir
Fawzi al-Dabbagh
Gabriel Hindu
George Jamil
Iyad Kurukchi
John Maqsud
Munthar Kamil
Nasir Yaqub
Nihad Abaji
Ramzi Loqa
Sabri Akkash
OUR LADY'S
SODALITY
Fr. Young explains church unity octave.
THE DEAR DEPARTED
THE DEAR DEPARTED by Stanley Houghton in
an Arabic translation, and INCIDENT AT A YOUNG
OAK by Robert Farrcll were presented by the Baghdad
College Players at Al Sha'ab Hall on December 1 1 and 12.
Basil al-Qaisi was Production Manager for the plays,
while Harvey Parhad served as Student Director. The
Scenic and Artistic Director for the production was
Husain Afnan. Daud Leon was Stage Manager.
INCIDENT AT A YOUNG OAK
-
A P O S T L E S H I P
KNIGHTS OF THE BLESSED SACRAMENT
The Apostleship of Prayer was again spread among
Catholics of Baghdad College and throughout Iraq by the
Knights of the Blessed Sacrament and Captains of the
Sacred Heart.
The Knights, first and second year students at Baghdad
College, had explained to them in weekly noontime meetings
their code of life: Prayer, Holy Communion, Sacrifice and
Apostolate, according to the spirit of the Apostleship of Prayer.
The meetings for the older students, the Captains of the
Sacred Heart, were held on Fridays after school, and this
year centered around the teachings of the great encyclical
letter on the Sacred Heart written by the late Pope Pius XII.
With the interest and assistance of these promoters of
the Apostleship of Prayer, over 4000 Morning Offering cards
were distributed each month, teaching the faithful to pray
not only for their personal interests, but for the salvation of
all men.
The senior officers for the Apostleship of Prayer this
year were Sami Andrea, prefect, Najah Akkam vice-prefect,
and Nabil Yusuf Francis, secretary. The leader of the Knights
of the Blessed Sacrament, was Nabil Shuniyya Fr. Morgan
and Fr. Bennett moderated both groups
Fr. Morgan introduces some material on the encyclical,
Haurictis Aquas to a group of Captains.
I 1 1
Fr. Morgan explains to the Knights their foUT-poinl program : Prayer, Holy Communion, Sacrifice, Apostolate.
O F P R A Y E R
CAPTAINS OF THE SACRED HEART
"&?{&-
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In session, the Captains listen to an exposition of the
recent encyclical on the Sacred Heart by Fr. Morgan.
Fr. Bennett plans a meeting with officers of the Captains
of the Sacred Heart. 1. to r. : Sami Andrea, Nabil Yusuf
Francis and Najah Akkam.
-&)C&-^—&C&—^~&?C&>-^(&~^
The Captains of the Sacred Heart.
Fr. Powers and Officers
CHRYSOSTOM
Ik DEBATING
ACADEMY
THE CHRYSOSTOM DEBATING ACADEMY 1959 - 1960
Back row, 1. to r : Jalal Gibrail, Antwan Khawwam, Frederick Edward (on ledge); Nabil Yaqub, Su'dad Stephan,
QaisAsmar, Mimthar Naman, Albert Sitrakian, MuwafFaq Simani ; (on ledge), Safa Ashkuri, Husain Afnan,
Tariq al-Attiya.
Ith row: Hairham Ajina, George Krikorian, I.utfiq Kayumjian, Warant Gharibian, Sami Banna, Michael
Marmarian, Harvey Parhad.
1th row . Kama! Dinkha, Najah Akkam, Ughuz Umar Aii, Baha Zara, Wayil Hindu, Usam Jurgis, Vraj
Harutunian.
Jrd row : Roger Pahlawan, Abbas al-Jamali, Ali al-IIaidari, Sabah Harutunian, Mazin Aziz, Matti Wadi, Sami
Manni, Lincoln John.
2rul n IXH Ashkuri, Basil Albert, A-Majid Ismail, Sardun Hermes, A-Haq al-Ani, Ralid Jaddu, Rustum
Tufunkjian.
1 mi Khun, Sargon Dick, Shamun Yaqu, l*'r. Powers, Basim al-Umar, Walid Audu.Saad Abbas,
Editor - in - Chief
Business Managers
Arabic Editors
Art Editors
Photographers
Senior Editorial Staff
Moderator
Assistant Moderator
George Krikorian
Sargon Dick, Kamal Dinkha, Jamal Rahmani, Nabil Yusuf Francis.
Shamun Yaqu, Vraj Harutunian, Wayil Hindu, Samir Qattan.
Ohannes Avakian, George Krikorian.
Musa Yusufj Nabil Yusuf Faraj, Nabil Majid.
Abbas al-Jamali, Muwaffaq Sim'ani, Harvey Parhad, Miqdam al-Amin,
John Miraziz, Qais Asmar, Roger Pahlawan.
Rev. Paul A. Nash, S.J.
Rev. Thomas C. Manning, S.J.
Fr. Manning and Senior Editors Fr. Nash and Staff
Business Staff Artistic Staff
Fr. F. Kelly and Officers
SCIENTIFIC
ACADEMY
S< it ntists listening to le< tun
The Scientific Academy under the spirited
leadership of an elected slate of officers, and
under the capable guidance of Fr. F. Kelly
enjoyed an outstanding year investigating the
rapidly expanding achievements of the scientific
world.
Explaining delicate balances
Fr. E. Banks, Fr. Miff and Student Librarians
THE LIBRARY STAFF
Mr. Fuad searches the files Musa ponders a problem
Arif and friend ( oik nitrate Study and silence in the library
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COLLECTORS
The hearts of many poor people in Baghdad were delighted at Christmas time
because they received almost four hundred Dinars as a gift from the generosity
of the boys of Baghdad College. Shortly after Christmas, the Missions, i. e., the
Office of the Propagation of the Faith, likewise, received over one hundred
Dinars from the same ever-flowing source.
This money was gathered from various places : the proceeds of the
two one-act plays produced by Father Farrell and his Dramatic staff,
the Student's Union mid-year collection for the Poor, the sale of
religious calenders, gifts from former graduates, and especially
from the weekly collections taken up in each class All these
sources have helped the cause along.
Pictured on this page you see the dynamos behind
these weekly collections. Their efforts have been ceaseless
and their constancy unbelievable. We have nothing but
praise and admiration for these helpers of the Poor.
All habits are hard to break. We hope that this habit
of giving to the Poor will never be broken. Wouldn't it
be wonderful if this generosity became the trade mark of
a Baghdad College boy ! God blesses you and the Poor
thank you.
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ELOCUTION
A
V
Sardun Hermes
WINNERS
Fr. Farrell announces winners
WINNERS
Vraj Harntunian
« \\
George Yusuf Saad Ismail
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Basil W'avil Hikmat Hashim
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SECONDARY
BASKETBALL
Znhair
Warant Frederick
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SECONDARY *
For the first time in years our secondary basketball
team failed to reach the final in the city-wide tourna-
ment. But it was not because we did not have a good
team. Rather it was the fact that the teams of the city
schools are getting better and better every year. At least
that is what the local newspapers claimed in their sports'
pages after our surprising defeat to Markaziyya during
the Christmas holidays. One of the papers took time
out to print that it was the continual example of good
teams coming from Baghdad College every year that
inspired other teams to imitate and to practice more
regularly and strenuously. Such imitation has produced
many more closer games in the city tournament and a
better spirit of competition.
When we commenced our practice sessions we had
only three boys who were on the squad last year. They
were Basim al-Umar, Zuhair Yusuf and Wayil Hindu.
The first named was captain and emerged from the
season as the high scorer. Counting all the games, both
practice and league, Basim averaged over sixteen points
a game. That is very good shooting for one who is not
too tall. Zuhair had an unlucky season. Because of a leg
injury he missed most of the season. His very accurate
set shot was missed badly in the close games. Wayil was
the fightingest player on the team. Though short he
managed to get the ball off the boards most of the time.
Others who added to the team's good showing were
Basil Akram, Michael Marmarian, Walid Daud,
Freddi Edward, Hashim Abdul Mahdi, Fuad Fattuhi,
Hikmat Basmaji, Nuri al-Saidi and Warant. Our last
game was with strong Ja'fariyya, and it took the boys
more than a week to realize that they had lost the most
exciting game they ever played. Na'man and Fuad al-
Haidari were too much for us, so we lost 51-49 after
every boy played his heart out.
_____
1. to r. : Basim al-Umar (captain), Fuad Fattuhi, Warant Gharibian, Hikmat Basmaji, Freddie Edward, Fr.
Mahoney, S. J., Nuri al-Saidi, Michael Marmarian, Walid Daud, Zuhair Yusuf, Wayil Hindu, Hashim Abdul
Mahdi; foreground : Nabil Mammu (official scorer).
INTERMEDIATE
The many boys trying out for the Intermediate team
early in October reflected the great enthusiasm for the
game among the younger boys in the school. A brand new
team had to be formed from this number since there
wasn't a single player returning from last year's team. A
final team was picked and after some weeks of diligent
practice with the coach,, Father Healey, the team was
ready for its first league game. The players were very
impressive in this game with their fine shooting and
teamwork and they won easily over Khadhimiya. Sinan,
A-Adhim, Hazirn, Munthar and Shahir led the scoring-
The second game was much closer and B C. was forced
into overtime to win over Nidhimiya ; Shahir was high
scorer in this game. After the Christmas vacation, the
team faced the always strong Jafariya team. B.C. was no
match for this year's exceptionally strong Jafariya team
and it went down to its first defeat. Munsif 's fine shoot-
ing stood out in this game. The next game was played
*
on the next school day and in this game Sharqia came
from behind to defeat B.C. by five points Sinan and
Samir led the scoring. This was the team's second loss,
but it was enough to eliminate them from further cup
play.
The players proved to be faithful to the practice
sessions where they displayed a fine spirit. As a result
the improvement over the course of the season was noti-
ceable in the individual players. The frequent scrimmages
with the Secondary team proved to be very beneficial to
all the players. Munsif and Ahmad are the only two who
will be returning to the Intermediate team next year but
no doubt the others will continue their playing for
Baghdad College on the Secondary team.
k
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]. to r. : Shahir Nurniihn, Basil Tuminna, Edward George, Hagop Boghossian, Sinan Sadiq (captain), Samir
Maizi, hr. Ik-ak-y, S. J., Jamal Yusuf. Munsif Aziz, A-Adhim Miri, Ahmad Rakan, Munthar Sittu, Hazim
Atiyya; foreground : Naahal (icnrgc ^manager).
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1960 - BAGHDAD COLLEGE TRACK MEET - 1960
EVENT
Hurdles
400 Meters
Broad Jump
Javelin (Open)
High Jump
Shot Put (Open)
Pole Vault (Open)
100 Meters
A
B
C
A
B
A
B
C
D
A
B
C
D
1500 Meters (Open)
200
A
B
C
D
A
B
" " C
50 " D
Hop Skip Jump (Open)
800 Meters (Open)
3rd, 4th, 5thj Relay
2nd. High Relay
1st. " "
Discus (Open)
FIRST PLACE
Shamun Yoqu
Muhammad Rufavi
Naif Al -Hatha 1
Mahmud Adil
Imad Khadduri
Samir Qattan
Hagop Yasayan
Hagop Boghossian
Vartan Parsighian
Hazim Atiyya
Yarchanik Minasakan
Namir Subhiyya
Munsif Aziz
Namir Nuraddin
Zuhair Yusuf
Nabil Ismail
Phcnuel Philip
Basil Al-Qaisi
Has;op Boghossian
Walid Kamil
Faiz Tawfiq
Phenuel Philip
Basil Al-Qaisi
Popkin Simonian
Walid Kamil
Miqdam Al-Amir
Faiz Tawfiq
Class - 5 A
Class - 2 B
Class - 1 A
Miqdam Al-Amir
SECOND PLACE
Wayil Hindu
Imad Khadduri
Muhammad Hammudi
Samir Qattan
Sudad Stephan
Phenuel Philip
Adnan Qalamchi
Krikor Simonian
George Hayrak
Shamun Yaqu
Hagop Jakalian
Basil Al-Qaisi
Hamid Attisha
Najat Dabbagh
Albert Sitrakian
Namir Subhiyya
Qais Asmar
Nabil George
Ashur Dick
Antranik Harutunian
Wayil Hindu
Basil Al-Umar
Nabil George
Hagop Boghossian
Vartan Parsighian
Samir Qattan
Hashim A-Mahdi
Class - 5 B
Class - 2 C
Class - 1 H
Nadim Hindi
THIRD PLACE
Hagop Jakalian
Zuhair Yusuf
Bismark Mushi
Wayil Hindu
Harvey Parhad
Shamun Yaqu
Maan Hamid
Popkin Simonian
Najat Dabbagh
Muhammad Rufavi
Qais Asmar
Fuad Faddu
^uharab Jakalian
Muhammad Hammudi
Surin Wartanian
Nabil George
Harvey Parhad
Faruq Hanna
Laith Khudhairi
Wisam Qambar Agha
Vartan Parsighian
Hashim A-Mahdi
Nabil Ismail
Sudad Stephan
Ashur Dick
Korkis Michael
Sudad Stephan
Krikor Simonian
Class - 3 A
Class - 2 A
Class - 1 B
Zuhair Qashat
SCORING
OF
POINTS
First Second Hiii d
A 10 6 3
B 7 4 2
c: 5 3 1
D 3 2 1
Open 10 6 3
HIGH SCORER 26 Points PHENUEL PHILIP
CONSOLATION MEDALS :
Class A - Wayil Hindu 15 Pts.
Class B - Nabil George 11 Pts.
Class C - Krikor Simonian 6 Pts.
Class D - Najat Al -Dabbagh 3 Pts.
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FOOTBALL
Lejt to Right : Fr. Quinn, S. J., Krikor Simonian, Muhammad Rufayi, Ashur Dick, Hagop Hovsepian, Rustum Tufunkjian,
Ishkhan Khajadurian, Amir Mawlawi, A-Jabbar Mahmud, Emil Salim, Sargon Dick, Yushia Qablanu, Phenuel Philip, Lincoln
John, Kamal Dinkha, Daud Leon, Bismark Mushi.
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5 C — Senior League Champions
2D — 2nd Year Champions
5 C — Senior Basketball Champions
3 A — Basketball Champions
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2 D — Basketball Champions
1 H — Volleyball Champion
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IRAQI FLAG
THE SHAWARIB
SOLAR WATER-HEATING
ALL-STAR BASEBALL
HOMES FOR WORKMEN
THE DEADLY CLAWS
T/ie I
BY
LINCOLN JOHN
To an historian a glance at the Iraqi Flag
unfolds in a panoramic sweep the epitome of
national history, the Arab national history, as
well as the foundation of our Republic. On a
background of gree n white and black there is
centered a beautiful eight-pointed star surround-
ing a bright yellow sun. The sun symbolizes
freedom and liberty. May freedom and liberty
ever be the prerogatives of the Iraqi people as
defined by law and reason. Long have they shone
over the lauds of the twin rivers.
The laud of the Arabs is called Arabia, a
vast territory of desert and fertile lands, known
as the '"land of the sun." As the sun is the source
of light lor tie earth so has there gone forth from
this cradle of civilization rays of spiritual and
intellectual light to all nations of the world.
Tin- eight-pointed star surrounding the sun
has special significance. In Arab history there
have bin) two types ol decorative and symbolic
i. ii . These have been used extensively in art
and architecture, One has si\ points; the other
eight. The presenl inhabitants of Palestine claim
ill. jix-pointed Stai as thei] own. The Aral) nation
prefers the eight-pointed star, as a symbol ol
solidarity and unity.
I In si. ii is laid on a held ol white, the central
third of the flag. This refers to the Umayyads,
who i jtablished the lust organized government in
Arab history. They reigned in Damascus under
the leadership <>l Muawiyad Bin Abi Sufian in
661 A.D. Under subsequent leaders such as Abdul
Malik Bin Marwan the arts flourished, and great
advances were made in the fields of architecture,
engineering, science and literature.
To the left of the white center third of the
flag is the field of black. This is symbolic of the
Abbasids who were followers of Abu-al-Abdulla.
who came to the leadership of the Arab nation
in 750, A.D. The Abbasids extended their leader-
ship into the 13th century (1258 A.D.). Sweeping
up from Basra in the south they founded and
established themselves in Baghdad whence they
ruled for centuries. Baghdad was built under the
reign of Abu Ja'far al-Mansur, the great patron
of architecture. To the reign of his son Harun al-
Rashid is attributed the title of the "golden age
of Arab History."
To the right of the central field of white on
the (lag is that of green, comprising the final
third of tin- flag. This originated with the
Rashidean Caliphs (Orthodox Caliphate) and
(arried over to the followers of Ali. They had
been a source of strength to the Abbasids, but
when their share in the government was not as
large as expected, and they strove for more, they
were suppressed by Abu Ja'far al Mansur in 761.
Today the glorious Iraqi flag waves over
government buildings, schools and homes as a
symbol of freedom, loyally, and liberty. Long
1 1 1 . i x it wave on high over a land rich in history,
culture, and civilization.
BY
QMS ASMAR
Of all the fine perfections of the human face
there is none, I would submit, which is as striking
as the shawarib: what the English speaking world
knows as the moustache. Eyes, brows, nose, lips,
and chin all play their part, but the shawarib is
able to dominate the whole. In what wondrous
variety of sizes and shapes God has created the
shawarib to delight, and adorn, to reveal a man's
character, and sometimes to conceal it.
What young man isn't filled with delight
when there creeps across his upper lip a fuzz
that was not there during his first 15 years. He is
on his way to manhood, and here is definite proof
of it. So he cultivates this growth so that the
world may realize, "I am a man!"
Some one once said that "the play's the
thing." I say, "The shawarib's the thing! "Have
you ever seen the villain in a play without a big
black bushy shawarib ? Of course not ! He needs
this disguise to hide his features in order to carry
out his evil deeds. After they have been accom-
plished, off comes the shawarib, and his naked
lip proclaims to the world his innocence of any
evil.
But I think the real reason God made the
shawarib was so that a man could show his trait
of character. The military man usually has a
trim upper lip that bespeaks command and deci-
sion. The politician, polished as he must be, has
a sleek, well-groomed growth so that he might
appear smooth, sartorial, and smart to the voters.
The business man cultivates his shawarib as an
indication of business trends and profits. A thick
growth unkempt means business is very poor. A
thin pencil-stripped upper-lip means profits are
thin. While, on the other hand, a well-groomed,
even perfumed fluff means that business is good,
and life is grand.
And have you ever seen a doctor with un-
trimmed shawarib? No! For a doctor realizes
that to assure confidence he must not only be a
competent physician but he must look the part.
So his shawarib is ever neat and clean and might
even be starched.
The brush of an angry man bristles as he
thunders forth his dire epithets. While he puckers
and purses his lip his mustache must ache. The
shawarib of a smiling man is ever a pleasant
crescent shape. While the moustache of a moody
man droops in melancholy. Curled shawaribs,
trimmed shawaribs, thick ones, and thin ones,
they all fascinate me.
Some are bushy, some are sparse, some
trimmed closely, others growing luxuriantly over
the entire lip. But I think the best shawarib I have
ever seen, next to my own first full growth, were
the handlebars of the reflective man who twisted
and turned the ends of his moustache as if he were
recalling all of the past, and had the power to
see all of the future, and in silent meditation
thanked God for making the shawarib.
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BY
HARVEY PARHAD
After some years, or even months, in Iraq
one begins to take the nearly constant days of
sunlight for granted. You soon learn the lesson
of staying out of direct sunlight as much as pos-
sible in summer and taking advantage of its
warmth during the cold months. Converting the
sun's energy artificially for some practical purpose
I). is undoubted!) been dreamed of more than once
here in [raq during tin- thousands of years since
the days ol am ienl Babylon. It was .1 new arrival
in Baghdad who conceived .1 wa\ of reducing
the dream to reality. The water-heating system
shown in the picture shows how he succeeded.
Mr. John Fitzpatrick, an engineering-phys-
scist from Washington, D.C., arrived in September,
1959, to teach physics at Al-Hikma University
of Baghdad, a Jesuit institution that opened its
doors for the first time on the new campus at
Zafaraniya. Father Guay and his men, after two
years of labor, had three buildings ready for het
opening of the school year. When the question of
producing hot water for everyday needs arose'
Mr. Fitzpatrick suggested using the sun instead
of electricity or oil. Measurement of solar hea*
and mathematical calculations resulted in a prac-
tical sketch of a solar water-heating system.
Within two weeks the first unit of the six shown
in the picture was completed and everyone at
Al-Hikma began to have a new appreciation of
Baghdad's 'Old Faithful', the sun.
The process was remarkably simple, with no
moving parts, as the engineers would say, except
for the water itself. Each unit is a sheet of metal
- preferably copper — painted black, for best
heat absorption, covered with glass and inclined
towards the sun at an angle determined by
Baghdad's latitude. The water pipes are welded
to the copper sheets. Pressure from a 180-gallon
storage tank, shown at the right, provides the
water supply. The water leaves from the bottom
of the tank, travels across the metal sheets where
it absorbs heal, and returns to the top ol" the
storage tank. The rising of the water is aided
by the fact that warm water is somewhat lighter
than cold. Thus the water-circulation continues
automatically, and with each round trip the
water absorbs more heat, which is stored in the
well-insulated tank.
During the testing period, the ladder, shown
leaning against the tank, was climbed several
times .1 da) l>\ Mr. Fitzpatrick and his aides,
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thermometers in hand. Between nine in the
morning and three in the afternoon, with only
one unit completed, they found the 180 gallons
of the storage tank water rose an average of 10
degrees Fahrenheit. 'It works!' was the conclusion
of everyone, even the most skeptical. More units
would expose more area to sun heat and it could
be confidently predicted that six units would raise
the water 60 degrees Fahrenheit during a full day
of sunlight. Since the "cold" water in the takn
at the beginning of the process was about 65° this
meant a full tank of 125° F. water. It was found
that the stored hot water dropped only about 18°
during the night, so the next day the heating
would begin at a higher temperature. A maximum
of 140° F. has been reached thus far.
Baghdad temperatures often drop to freezing
at night during the winter months and we have
an occasional cloudy day. At this writing, in
February, the solar heater has given an unin-
terrupted supply of hot water all winter. Even
after a rare stretch of three cloudy days in suc-
cession the stored water still remains lukewarm.
Mr. Fitzpatrick has often been asked what will
happen when the heater is exposed to the full
force of the Baghdad sun between April and
September. He predicts it will go above the 140°
winter maximum. Even the summer air in Bagh-
dad has been known to reach 120° F. But the
water will never reach the boiling point since it
begins to radiate heat to the surrounding air
after a certain temperature.
Judging from the many interested observers
of the solar heater, we predict more solar-heaters
will soon be appearing on other Baghdad roofs.
The cost is reasonable. The total cost of the unit
described was about 65 dinars. And sunshine is
plentiful and free. Then, to adapt the words of
the song, "The lucky old sun will have much
more to do than roll around heaven all day."
BBZi&Sa
VS. ALL-STAR
BY
SAMIR QATTAN
B.C. News, Baghdad... Flash! Fathers 4,
All -Stars 0. The annual Thangsgiving Day base-
ball game between the Fathers and the Student
All -Stars was another thriller in a series dating
back to 1946.
In the first inning Ajil hit to center with
two out, but was left on base by the following
batter. The Fathers scored two runs in their
hall of the first inning, when Fr. Healey singled
safely to score Fr. Powers and Fr. Nash who
were on base at the time.
Armin's hit in the second inning, with one
out, was in vain, for the next batter Hied out and
the following one hit into a fielder's choice where
Fr. Mahoney choose to throw to Fr. McCarthy
on second to force out Arinin. For the Fathers
in the second inning Fr. Loeffler drew a walk,
and Fr. R. Powers singled, but both were left on
base. The score remained '2-0.
The boys did little in their top of the third,
but the Fathers in their turn managed to acquire
anothei run to make the score 3-0. Fr. R. Powers
singled again to left field. Fr. Healey received a
base on balls. IV. Manning singled to (enter held,
loading the bases. I r. Loefnei "Walked," and the
i im s< ored.
I ii the foui if inning the students still could
not break into the scoring column. Bui here again
ilo I athers added a i un to their othei three.
Fr. J. Powers hit one of the longest balls of the
day to the stairs of the Cronin Building for a
triple. Fr. Hallen drove him home on a sacrifice
fly. Fr. Mahoney singled but was left on base.
In the fifth inning Albert Sitrakian singled
to start what looked like a rally by the Students.
Daud Leon hit into a fielder's choice but was
safe at first base, Albert reaching second safely.
Nabil George hit a long ball to right field and it
seemed that Albert would score from second base,
but Fr. Young fired the ball to Fr. Hallen who
swiftly relayed it to (he catcher Fr. R. Powers
in time to tag Albert out.
Nothing spectacular happened in the sixth
inning. And in the top of the seventh the Students
failed to score. So the final score stood Fathers 4,
Students 0.
Among the statistics are the following: hits:
Fathers: Mahoney, R. Powers (2), Nash (2),
Healey, Manning, and J. Powers; Students: 'Ajil,
Albeit, Nabil, and Arinin. Fathers Hallen, Mc-
Carthy and Young covered the outfield lor the
Fathers. Wayil Hindu, Muhammad RuTaiyi,
Hashini, Walid Audu, Adai, Daud Leon, and
Jamal Rahmani contributed their talents gen-
erously. IV. F. Kelly umpired with dexterity.
Fathers Sheehan and Quinn inspired both teams
with (ouiage and spirit.
HOMES
for
WORKMEN
As soon as the need arose for new homes
for the workers of Baghdad College, the need
was fulfilled. Father Guay, our accomplished ar-
chitect was drafted to draw up the plans for a
ten family low cost housing project. That he did
this in his usual professional manner can be seen
by a glance at the blueprint on this page.
Each of the ten family units have three
rooms, two porches (front and back) with the
added gain of privacy. Toilet, bath, and cooking
facilities are amply provided for.
Father James Larkin saw the project through
its construction and deserves tremendous credit
for his patient devotion to a job well-done. From
early September to late December he daily urged,
cajoled, and encouraged until the project was
done to satisfaction.
Rev. Father Rector was happy to bless the
homes in a formal manner, even going from room
to room with Holy water.
Each family has been consecrated to the
Sacred Heart and a picture appropriately placed
in the home.
The Chaldean Patriarch, His Beatitude,
Paul II Cheikho visited the project recently and
added his blessing to the workers and their homes.
It is the hope of the authorities at Baghdad
College that at least two more similar ten family
units may be built for the workmen. Since the
workmen pay no rent, and the cost per home was
approximately 500 dinars, the building of similar
units will have to wait for the day that Divine
Providence supplies the treasurer with the needed
funds.
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Plan of home
Rev. Father Rector blesses new homes
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Workers and families
THE DEADLY CLAWS
BY
JOHN L. MIRAZIZ
Tanya was^dead. My job was finished. And, as I
watched the police moving in and out of the house across
the street, I congratulated myself on the cleverness with
which the work had been done. I have always been ready
to do anything for a price and this time the price was right,
even for murder. A thousand dinars is not too high a price,
I told myself that day, when the job is a work of art.
I never really knew why they wanted her out of the
way. In my business I find it's better to ask no questions.
Shi' must have known the reason herself, though, the way
she avoided all strangers
and kept herself locked
up in thai house. Bui
those < ii' us people ate
an odd lot anyway.
Ii was while I was watching her acl in die circus
thai I finally hil upon an idea how I could kill her. she
trained animals to do all soils of stunts. A horse would
stroke the ground with Ms fronl hool to count out the
number she (alien1 ; she would ring a hell and make a lion
iuiii|) through a ring of fire; om e I saw her pour an aldehyde
on a doll and a tigei pounced on it and tore ii to pieces.
I Li .11 1 proved that human reason ( an force animal instim ts
to do astonishing things. I have always been loud ol ex-
perimenting with animals. I have a numbei ol cats. I dis-
"'I that the (,it. like its distant relative the tiger,
(.hi be trained i<> react to certain imells. Yes, with an idea
tint Tanya hersell gave me. I w.is able to arrange l<>i hei
murdei without even being present at the icem ol the
I I line.
I had been watching Tanya's servant woman for weeks,
but she did not recognize me that evening. She came out
to the gate when I rang the bell.
"Yes, can I help you?"
I did not go in.
"Would you kindly present this bottle of perfume to
Tanya?" I asked. "Please tell her it is from Alec."
"I will, sir."
She took the gift and went inside. I came away certain
that she would be pleased to receive a gift which she thought
was from her closest friend in the circus.
Through the reports in the newspapers and the neigh-
borhood gossip I was able to follow closely the futile efforts
of the police to solve this crime. On that first morning I felt
secure and confident in the knowledge that I had committed
the perfect crime. Tanya had been found dead on her bed
when the police, with Tanya's servant, had forced their
way through her locked door next morning. The only
marks on her body were deep scratches on her throat and
neck. These mysterious scratches did not seem to the police
to he serious enough to have caused death until the medical
report arrived with the startling news that Tanya's death
had been caused by poisoning: a deadly poison, curare,
inflicted through the scratches.
As I expected, what ba filed the police most was how
any murderer could ever have entered the house. Tanya's
servant testified that her employer, whom everyone in the
neighborhood knew to be frightened and suspicious when
alone, had locked the door carefully from the inside after
letting her out to go home about 8 o'clock that evening.
All doors and windows were locked securely from the
inside when the body was found. The only other opening
in the house was a small hole in a corner of the kitchen just
large enough to allow Tanya's cats to enter and leave as
they pleased. The police had hopefully examined this hole
lot a long time before concluding that no one, not even
a very small person, could have slipped through that
opening.
Suspicion naturally turned upon the servant. But even
if anyone could have imagined lor a moment that that
simple old soul could have killed her employer, it could
not he denied that when the police broke into the house
with the servanl they had found all doors locked from the
inside. It was in the course ol her testimony, however,
thai a fad came into the cade thai I wish had been passed
over. The servanl mentioned thai a man. whom she did
not know, had (onie to the gate early in the evening that
turned out to be Tanya's last in tins world. Giving his
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name as Alec, she said, he left a bottle of perfume for Tanya.
When she received it, Tanya had been delighted and had
remarked to the servant as she opened the gift that Alec
was very thoughtful. This incident, on the very evening
of the crime, was mentioned in all the newspaper accounts
of the investigation. I breathed much easier when this
fact slipped into the background and the interest of the
investigators returned to the tiny opening in the kitchen
and the strange condition of the dead woman's body.
It was on these two mysteries that I had expected the
investigation of Tanya's murder to collapse. That is the
way I had planned it and that is the way it would have
been. It would have been the perfect crime and I would
be free tonight with 1,000 dinars. Instead I am sitting in
a prison cell tonight awaiting execution at midnight for
my crime. And all because of the wits of one man, Inspector
Tawfiq. How did he discover me? I have asked myself
that question time and time again. Before me now is a
newspaper story that answers that question. I have been
reading it over and over. It is Inspector Tawfiq's own
account of how the murder case was solved. In reading
it I must admit that the Inspector was even more clever
in solving this murder than I in planning it. Again I read:
"EXCLUSIVE! POLICE INSPECTOR REVEALS
HOW MYSTERY OF CIRCUS LADY'S
MURDER WAS SOLVED"
"Now that our investigation has been completed, I can
give a full explanation to the public of how this strange
murder case was solved. The real killer was a cat. The man
who planned the murder cleverly made use of a trained cat
as the instrument of his crime.
When I first examined the body of the murdered
woman I was as baffled as the others who had been working
on the case. The wounds seemed to have been inflicted
by light strokes with some blade — or, possibly, by the
sharp claws of some small but ferocious animal. As I stood
by the bed where the murdered woman was found, I hap-
pened to notice a small bottle of perfume on the table
nearby, and the servant woman's story of how that bottle
came into the house flashed through my mind. Then I
noticed that the wounds on the dead woman's throat and
neck seemed to be concentrated just below and behind the
ears — exactly where a woman might apply a few drops
of perfume. Whatever had caused those wounds had ap-
parently been attracted by the perfume. Now only some
living thing could be attracted like that. Immediately I
thought of Tanya's two cats. We experimented and when
we exposed the cats to the scent of the perfume there was
no reaction. But by this time I was convinced that the
wounds could have been inflicted by a cat. Moreover, a
cat could easily have entered through the small opening
in the kitchen.
A check of the neighborhood revealed that there were
a number of cats and that one man nearby had several
trained cats. We suspected him immediately, but we had
as yet no proof. We rounded up all the cats in the neigh-
borhood and, one by one, set them free in Tanya's room.
On the bed in the room I had placed a pillow which had
been sprinkled with the perfume we had found near the
dead woman. The first few cats behaved normally. But
then one cat was put in the room and it suddenly became
crazed with the scent of the perfume. It leaped upon the
pillow and began tearing it violently with its strong claws.
This cat had been trained to react violently to that smell
and to attack anything scented with it in a wild frenzy.
An examination of the cat's claws revealed that there were
still traces of the deadly poison curare which had caused
Tanya's death. The man who had trained this cat had
devised a fantastic plan for murdering the circus woman.
Now we had only to prove that the man who owned
the cat was the one who planned the murder. This part
was easy. We knew that there was a connection between
the perfume and the murder. The cat would not have
attacked unless it was crazed by the scent of the perfume.
We took Tanya's serving woman to the neighboring house
where the cat had been picked up and immediately she
pointed to the owner of the cat as the man who had given
her the perfume for Tanya on the night of the murder.
We immediately arrested the man for the fantastic 'cat-
murder' of Tanya the circus lady".
I fold the newpaper and set it aside. It is nearly mid-
night. My time is almost up. One thousand dinars can
mean nothing to me now. I tried to commit the perfect
crime but I was stopped by Inspector Tawfiq. Yes, he was
more clever in solving the crime than I in planning it.
THE DEADLY CLAWS
BY
JOHN L. MIRAZIZ
Tanya was^dead. My job was finished. And, as I
watched the police moving in and out of the house across
the street, I congratulated myself on the cleverness with
which the work had been done. I have always been ready
to do anything for a price and this time the price wa; right,
even for murder. A thousand dinars is not too high a price,
I told myself that day, when the job is a work of art.
I never really knew why they wanted her out of the
way. In my business I find it's better to ask no questions.
She must have known the reason herself, though, the way
she avoided all strangers
and kept herself locked
up in that house. But
those cirCUS people are
an odd lot anyway.
Ii was while I was watching her art in the circus
that I finally hit upon an idea how I could kill her. She
trained animals to do all sorts of stunts. A horse would
stroke the ground with its fronl hoof to count out the
number sin- called; she would ring a bell and make ;i lion
jump th rout; 1 1 ;i t ing ol fire; once I saw her pom an aldehyde
on .1 doll and a tiger pounced on m and tore it to pieces.
I [( i acl proved thai human reason can force animal instincts
to do astonishing things. I have always been fond ol ex-
perimenting with animals. I have a numbei oi iats. I dis-
covered that the cat, like its distant relative the tiger,
can he trained to read to ((Main smells. Yes, with an idea
thai I anya hi i n li gave me, I was able to arrange foi hei
murdei without even being present at the scene oi the
| I HIM .
I had been watching Tanya's servant woman for weeks,
but she did not recognize me that evening. She came out
to the gate when I rang the bell.
"Yes, can I help you?"
I did not go in.
"Would you kindly present this bottle of perfume to
Tanya?" I asked. "Please tell her it is from Alec."
"I will, sir."
She took the gift and went inside. I came away certain
that she would be pleased to receive a gift which she thought
was from her closest friend in the circus.
Through the reports in the newspapers and the neigh-
borhood gossip I was able to follow closely the futile efforts
of the police to solve this crime. On that first morning I felt
secure and confident in the knowledge that I had committed
the perfect crime. Tanya had been found dead on her bed
when the police, with Tanya's servant, had forced their
way through her locked door next morning. The only
marks on her body were deep scratches on her throat and
neck. These mysterious scratches did not seem to the police
to be serious enough to have caused death until the medical
report arrived with the startling news that Tanya's death
had been caused by poisoning: a deadly poison, curare,
inflicted through the scratches.
As I expected, what baffled the police most was how
any murderer could ever have entered the house. Tanya's
servant testified that her employer, whom everyone in the
neighborhood knew to be frightened and suspicious when
alone, had locked the door carefully from the inside after
letting her out to go home about o o'clock that evening.
All doors and windows were locked securely from the
inside when the body was found. The only other opening
in the house was a small hole in a corner of the kitchen just
large enough to allow Tanya's cats to enter and leave as
they pleased. The police had hopefully examined this hole
for a long time before concluding that no one, not even
a very small person, could have slipped through that
opening.
Suspicion naturally turned upon the servant. Hut even
il anyone could have imagined for a moment that that
simple old soul could have killed her employer, it could
not be denied thai when the police broke into the house
with the servant they had loiitid all doors locked Ironi the
inside. Il was m the course ol her testimony, however,
that a fad came into the cade thai I wish had been passed
over. The servanl mentioned that a man, whom she did
not know, had iniiir to the gate early in the evening that
tinned out to he Tanya's last in this world. Giving his
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give a full explanation to the public of how this strange
murder case was solved. The real killer was a cat. The man
who planned the murder cleverly made use of a trained cat
as the instrument of his crime.
When I first examined the body of the murdered
woman I was as baffled as the others who had been working
on the case. The wounds seemed to have been inflicted
by light strokes with some blade — or, possibly, by the
sharp claws of some small but ferocious animal. As I stood
by the bed where the murdered woman was found, I hap-
pened to notice a small bottle of perfume on the table
nearby, and the servant woman's story of how that bottle
came into the house flashed through my mind. Then I
noticed that the wounds on the dead woman's throat and
neck seemed to be concentrated just below and behind the
ears — exactly where a woman might apply a few drops
of perfume. Whatever had caused those wounds had ap-
parently been attracted by the perfume. Now only some
living thing could be attracted like that. Immediately I
thought of Tanya's two cats. We experimented and when
we exposed the cats to the scent of the perfume there was
no reaction. But by this time I was convinced that the
wounds could have been inflicted by a cat. Moreover, a
cat could easily have entered through the small opening
in the kitchen.
A check of the neighborhood revealed that there were
a number of cats and that one man nearby had several
trained cats. We suspected him immediately, but we had
as yet no proof. We rounded up all the cats in the neigh-
borhood and, one by one, set them free in Tanya's room.
On the bed in the room I had placed a pillow which had
been sprinkled with the perfume we had found near the
dead woman. The first few cats behaved normally. But
then one cat was put in the room and it suddenly became
crazed with the scent of the perfume. It leaped upon the
pillow and began tearing it violently with its strong claws.
This cat had been trained to react violently to that smell
and to attack anything scented with it in a wild frenzy.
An examination of the cat's claws revealed that there were
still traces of the deadly poison curare which had caused
Tanya's death. The man who had trained this cat had
devised a fantastic plan for murdering the circus woman.
Now we had only to prove that the man who owned
the cat was the one who planned the murder. This part
was easy. We knew that there was a connection between
the perfume and the murder. The cat would not have
attacked unless it was crazed by the scent of the perfume.
We took Tanya's serving woman to the neighboring house
where the cat had been picked up and immediately she
pointed to the owner of the cat as the man who had given
her the perfume for Tanya on the night of the murder.
We immediately arrested the man for the fantastic 'cat-
murder' of Tanya the circus lady".
I fold the newpaper and set it aside. It is nearly mid-
night. My time is almost up. One thousand dinars can
mean nothing to me now. I tried to commit the perfect
crime but I was stopped by Inspector Tawfiq. Yes, he was
more clever in solving the crime than I in planning it.
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The Times Printing and Publishing Public Shareholding Company
Established in 1921 Baghdad and Basra
MIDLAND ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. LTD.
BIRMINGHAM, ENGLAND
M. E. M.HIGHQUALITY
ELECTRICAL
PRODUCTS
Represented by :
F. & A. TAWFIK YONAN
BAGHDAD TEL.: 4937
ZIA HOTEL
MICHAEL ZIA
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OVERLOOKING THE TIGRIS RIVER
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Telegram: ALZIA Telephones: 7462, 4808
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L. FORSTER & SABBAGH COMPANY DRUG STORE
Mustansir Street — BAGHDAD — Tel. : 6247
Telegraphic address : RETSROF Baghdad
Sole Agents for :
MAY AND BAKER LIMITED, Dagenham. Essex.
PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALITIES (MAY AND BAKER) LTD., Dagenham, Essex.
THE CROOKES LABORATORIES LTD., London.
ROBERT YOUNG AND COMPANY, LTD., (Disinfectants and Sheep Dips), Glasgow.
LONDON RUBBER COMPANY, LTD., London.
LES LABORATOIRES MIDY, Paris.
VERNON AND COMPANY, LTD., Preston.
P. BEIERSDORF AND COMPANY, A- G, Hamburg (NIVEA Products)
CHANCE BROTHERS LIMITED. — Birmingham.
CHAS. F. THACKRAY, LTD., Leeds.
LABORATOIRES VIFOR S. A., Geneva.
G. REAUBOURG et Cie, Boulogne-sur-Seine, France.
JOSEPH SANKY AND SONS, LTD., Bilston, Staffs. (Stainless Steel Utensils for Hospital Use)
ETHICON LIMITED. Edinburgh.
THE DISTILLERS CO., (Biochemicals) LTD., Liverpool and London.
GALE, BAISS AND CO., LTD., London.
ANDREWS LIVER SALT.
KATADYN PRODUCTS, LTD., Wallisellew-Zurich (Water Filters and Sterilizers.
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IMPORTER EXPORTER
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and other well known firms
Has served as Clearing Agent for Baghdad College since its foundation in 1932
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IMPORTERS - CONTRACTORS - WHOLESALE DEALERS
for: Electrical Goods and Fittings Radios and Accessories
Refrigerators anc 1 Air Conditioners Household Appliances
Machineries and Hardware Articles Tools of all Descriptions
Motors and Generators Electric Welding Sets
£?
Cons ult :
F. & A. TAWF1K YONAN
KHASSAKI MOSQUE SQUARE - BAGHDAD, IRAQ
j!-Uj = iw-U-'l « j~ 4j-L*
Telephone No. 4937
i
Telegraphic add. « YONAN Baghdad »
POWER UNITS
Surface Cooled
Slip Ring Motor
I to 100 H. P.
HALATAH BROTHERS EuqiNEERiNq LtcI.)
(ESTAblislHEd JN buSJNESS SilNCE 1956)
MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
IMPORTERS - EXPORTERS
BAGHDAD Tel. 84781
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IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (EXPORT) LTD.
< Incorporated in England >
A SUBSIDIARY COMPANY OF IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
IRAQ BRANCH - BAGHDAD
Dye, Pigments and Indigo
Fertilizers
Acids and Alkalies
Refrigerants
Pharmaceutical and Medical Products
Paints, Enamels and Varnishes
Water Treatment Chemicals
Insecticides and Veterinary Products
Plant Protection Products
Explosives of all descriptions
Sporting Gun Cartridges and Ammunition
Leathercloth, Oils
Fine and Heavy Chemicals
Copper, Brass and Aluminium Alloys
Plastics Including "Perspex"
Lime Solvent Soap, Detergents
Marine Insurance
m
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DOURY and FARACE
PHILCO SHOWROOMS
BAB-EL-SHARQI
Refrigerators
Freezers
Bottle Coolers
Show cases
Ice Cream Cabinets
Washing Machines
Air Conditioners
Television sets, radios, etc.
TELEPHONE 6274, 98780
FASCO FANS
STYLE, QUALITY
and
PERFECTION
THEY LEAD
THE
MARKET
Get your Fans now to be sure of a cool summer
Sole Distributor in Iraq : C. JOHN HALKIAS - Victory Sq. Sa'adoun St.
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THE MIDDLE EAST DEVELOPMENT CO. LIMITED
442 Al-Rashid Street — Baghdad
McCALLS & CO. (SHEFFIELD) LTD.
"Matobar" Welded Fabric Reinforcement
MECHANS LIMITED
Pressed Steel Water Tanks and Fittings
THOMAS SMITH & SON (RODLEY) LTD.
Excavators and Cranes
STEWARTS & LLOYDS LTD.
Water Pipes and Fittings — Gas Pipes and Electric Poles
MERRYWEATHER & SONS LTD.
Fire engines and Fire fighting appliances
GLENFIELD & KENNEDY LTD.
Oil valves, Sluice valves and water taps etc.
ASSOCIATED CLAY INDUSTRIES LTD.
Sanitary Ware of all descriptions
UNITED STEEL GROUP OF COMPANIES LTD.
All steel products
BRITISH STEEL PILING CO., LTD.
Steel Sheets, Piling, Pile Driving Plant
HARLAND & WOLFF LTD.
Diesel Engines, Generating Sets,
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IRAQ SPORTS 1IEP0T
( Leading Tailore and Outfitters )
Cables: « Mohindra » Estd. 1929 Phone: 4376
al Rashid Street — BAGHDAD
Country's Premier Dealers and Chief Stockists of :
SPORTS GOODS OF ALL KINDS
Oriental Curios and Presentation Articles
Tape Recorders and Sound Equipment
Rolleiflex and Rolleicord Cameras
Sole Agents for :
Eumig Home Novie Cameras and Projectors
Bolex High Precision Movie Equipment
Terta Sound 16 mm. Sound Projectors.
Aurora Projection Screens
Linhof ( Most Versatile ) Press Cameras
Exacta Single Lens Reflex Cameras
Durst Enlargars
Arriflex (35 mm. and 16 mm.) Motion Picture Cameras
Paxette Balda Nizo Nikkon
Braun Electric Flash Units
Hermes (Arabic and English) Typewriters, etc . . .
Patrons and General Contractors to the Ministries of Defense and Education
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For Staying Power
ATLA
LAMPS TUBES
THORN ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
LONDON, ENGLAND
Distributors
F. AL A. IWVIIK YOVW
BAGHDAD Tel.: 4937
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ISKANDER YOUSIPH
al Amin Square — Baghdad
Tel.: 84391 — 7395
STOCKIST OF ALL KINDS OF QUALITY
PAINTS AND RELATIVE ACCESSORIES
FOR CONSTRUCTION, INDUSTRY AND
AUTOMOTIVE PAINTING
GENERAL PAINTING AND DECORATIVE
CONTRACTOR
SUPPLIER OF ABOVE AND OTHER ITEMS
TO GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS
and
CONTRACTING COMPANIES
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S.M. GARIBIAN & CO. LTD.
BAGHDAD — BASRAH
AGENTS FOR:
UCOSIDER - BELGIUM - STEEL
Ste. Ame. JOHN COCKERILL - BELGIUM. Steel Railway Sleepers.
COMPTOIR DES ACIERIES BELGES - BELGIUM. - Rails.
LA BRUGEOISE ET NIVELLES - BELGIUM. Railway Rolling Stock.
Soc. Gen. Des Minerals, S.A. — BELGIUM
Tin, Copper, Lead
Comblemetal — Phenix Works — BELGIUM
Galvanized Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Ferblatil — BELGIUM
Cold Rolled Steel Sheets, Tinplates
Laminoirs de Longtain, S.A. — BELGIUM
Steel Window Sections
Dansk Cement Central — DENMARK
White Cement
Chamebcl — BELGIUM
Steel Windows & Doors
Photo-Produits Gevaert, S.A. — BELGIUM
Photographic Goods
Voigtlander GERMANY
Precision & Amateur Cameras
Chas. Mackinlay& Co. Ltd. ENGLAND
Whisky
Associated Painl Manufacturers Ltd. -ENGLAND
Paints
Cures Limited ENGLAND
The famous Craven "A" Cigarettes
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A. B. SVENSKA METALLVERKEN
Aluminium cables, copper wires and overhead conductors
AVON
Tyres and inner tubes
THE HAWKER SIDELEY BROWN INTERNATIONAL GROUP
BRUSH, MIRRLEES, McLAREN, PETTER, FULLER
Generating and pumping sets, industrial and diesel engines
ELECTROLUX
Kerosene or electrically operated refrigerators
vacuum cleaners, floor polishers
INGERSOLL-RAND
Air compressors, and compressed air equipment
PERKINS
Diesel engines — automotive, industrial and marine
ROOTES GROUP
Hillman, Humber, Sunbeam Cars
Commer Trucks, Tippers and pickups
ROVER Co. Ltd.
Land Rover 4 wheel drive, Rover Saloon cars
THE AUTOWORKS
COMPANY WITH LIMITED LIABILITY
SOUTH GATE
Capital ID 120,000/— (Fully Paid Up)
ESTABLISHED 1946
Telephones 88110 three lines
4394
Branches : BASRA — MOSUL — KIRKUK
Al-Iraqi — 8
H4 AL IRAQI
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VICTORY SQUARE, SA'ADOUN ST. - BAGHDAD
Leonard (American Motors) Refrigerators,
Air Conditioners, Ranges
Arctic Circle Air Coolers
Webcor Recorders - Grammaphones
Zenith Radios - Television
Universal Motor Electrical Parts
Marconiphone Radios
Fasco Oscillating Fans
courtlesy ol
The Derbendi Khan
Contractors
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THE IRAQ BUILDING MATERIALS
PUBLIC SHAREHOLDING COMPANY,
AL-SELEHIYA STREET — AL-KHARKH
BAGHDAD
Telephone :
Managing Director 34380
Secretary 34381
Sales 34382
Works 83915
Telegr. Address
MEWADCO — BAGHDAD
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Facing Bricks Hollow Bricks & Blocks &
Partition Tiles.
Centrifugally Spun Concrete Pipes. Precast
Concrete Paving Slabs & Kerb Stones.
ALL PRODUCED AT THE COMPANY'S
MODERN WORKS IN BAGHDAD
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Co., W.LLDistillery & Products
<successor to .1. 1(>. Ml S*»AVI IB IMS! Mil tCV>
12/40 Ras el Q urya Street, Baghdad (Iraq)
Telegraphic Address : Telephone :
«GARESCO» Baghda<d Office 6569
Factory 92304
UNITED CHEVROLET Co. W.L.L
DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ
FOR
BUICK and CHEVROLET Cars and Trucks
DEALERS IN :
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES,
TYRES AND TUBES, REFRIGERATION AND AIR CONDITIONING.
HEAD OFFICE: AL RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
Branches : BASRAH— MOSUL— KIRKUK
T. A.: "TAXI, BAGHDAD" Telephone: 87121, 83516, 5300
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WHETHER YOU TRAVEL FOR BUSINESS OR PLEASURE
O.T.C.
WILL SOLVE ALL YOUR TRAVEL DIFFICULTIES
TRAVEL - Tours - International - Transport - Shipping - Forwarding -
Foreign Exchange - Customs Clearance - Air Freight
Head Office
445/1 Rashid Street, Baghdad - IRAQ, Phones Nos. 6251-84253-87751
Cables : "ORIENTOURS" Branches : BASRAH AND MOSUL
Agents & Correspondents : THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
The Orient Travel Corporation - "ORIENTOURS 59
Members of the International Air Transport Association (I.A.T.A.)
Members of the AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TRAVEL AGENTS (A.S.T.A.)
Members of the International Federation of Travel Agencies (F.I.A.V.)
Members of the WORLD ASSOCIATION OF TRAVEL AGENTS (W.A.T.A.)
GENERAL AGENTS FOR :
The United States Lines - Trans World Airlines - The Adriatica Lines
THE TIGRIS PALACE HOTEL
BAGHDAD
Baghdad's leading and best appointed hotel. One of the outstanding hotels in the Middle East.
Comprising 50 well -ventilated and confortable bedrooms, each with a private batroom.
Luxurious Lounge — Spacious Dining Room —. Superlative Bar — Big Verandah on the
Tigris River. — Elevator to all floors.
The most luxuriously furnished and modernly equipped hotel in the country.
The Sanitary system is the best divised in Baghdad. Everything is scrupulously clean.
The cuisine is unique in Iraq, with a choice of European and Eastern dishes. "A Master Chef."
The highest standard of hotels service.
The acme of hotel comfort.
Proprietor and Manager : YOISII TOMINNA
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« CATERPILLAR »
(REGISTERED TRADE MARK)
TRACTORS
EARTH MOVING MACHINERY
DIESEL ENGINES ROAD GRADERS
A comprehensive range of spare parts and extensive service facilities are
available under the supervision of factory trained personnel,
All repairs are carried out in workshops which are fully epuipped
with modern tools.
DEALERS IN IRAQ :
JOHN BIRCH & CO., (IRAQ) LTD.
ENGINEERS
INCORPORATED IN ENGLAND
MOSUL KIRKUK BAGHDAD KUT BASRA
LONDON OFFICE COTTS HOUSE
CAMOMILE STREET E.C. 3
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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J. P.BAHOSHY & CO. W. L. L
CAPITAL PAID I. D. 60,000
PACHACHI BUILDING,
South Gate, Baghdad. Telephone No. 7760
REPRESE
W. S. Barron & Son Ltd., Gloucester
R. Hudson Ltd. Leeds
S. A. M I. C. Malines
Myford Engineering Co. Ltd. Beeston Nttghm.
Mulcott Beling Co. Bradford
Oster Manufacturing Co. Cleveland Ohio
Norton Grinding Wheel Co. Ltd.
Welwyn Garden City
E. Pass & Co Ltd London
Rheinstahl Eisenwerke - GeUenkirchen A. G.
V. A. G. Mannheim
James Taylor (England)
Morrison Marshall Ltd. LONDON
Brades Nash Tyzack (sales) Ltd., Birmingham
Edgar Allen, Co. Ltd., Sheffied
NTING
Flour Millstones
Light Railways Material & Wagons
Brick Making Machinery
Precision Lathes & Craftsmen Carpenter Mchy.
Machine Belting
Pipe screwing Machinery & screwing Tackle
Abrasives & Grinding Wheels
Hydraulic Thrust Boring Machine & Accessories
Cast Iron Pipes & Specials
Valves Hydrant etc.
Shipbuilders
Mitchell lathes and Machine Tools
Hardware and Assorted Hand Tools
Lathe Bits and Twist Drills
y^v^ 1
MYFORD LATHES
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TECHNICAL, CONSTRUCTION & DECORATIVE MATERIALS
MP Locks, Hinges, Bolts, etc. for doors & windows
MG Locks for doors & furnitures
Carbon Brushes for all industrial purposes
Carbon for cinema
Conveyor & Industrial Beltings-Hoses for all purposes
Electric and Hand Tools
Curtain Decorative Bands, Rails & all the relative fittings
Locks, Fittings, Slides, Handles, Edges, etc for steel furnitures
All Fittings, Lock, Decorations for furnituress
Complete Show-cases & Show-windows in anodised aluminium for ships
Slides & Sliding Doors for all purposes
Washing Compounds for Hospitals, Hotels, Laundries, etc.
Deutsche Linoleum — Werke A. G. Bietigheim
Metzeler Gummiwerke A. G. Memmingen
GABRIEL J. OBAGI — BAGHDAD
RAS EL-KARYAH — PHONE 7477
A.i J
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DUHLOP PRODUCTS
ALL TYPES OF PASSENGER, GIANT,
EARTHMOVER, GRADER,
TRACTOR, AGRICULTURAL, MOTOR CYCLE,
AND BICYCLE TYRES
CAR ACCESSORIES
Dunlopillo
MATTRESSES, PILLOWS AND
VARIOUS TYPES OF CUSHIONS FOR FURNITURE,
CINEMA SEATS ETC,
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS IN IRAQ,
H. S. ABED & COMPANY W.L.L.
MAIN OFFICE
BRANCHES
MUASKER AL RASHID ROAD, BAGHDAD
TEL. : 9061 -62-63 (EXCHANGE)
RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD TEL : 7845 & 5735
AMIR ZAID STREET, MOSUL TEL : 2731
DINAR STREET, BASRAH TEL : 3702
124 AL IRAQI
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Finest Iraq Date Products
MANUFACTURED BY PIONEERS 1\ THE IRAQ RATE INRUSTRY
ORIGINATOR OF THE FAMOUS
«ASFAR'S DATE CUBES
»
AND OWNERS OF THE WORLD KNOWN
«BLACK SWAN BRAND »
Some of our Numerous Products Include :
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE CUBES
WALNUT and GINGER DATE CAKES
WALNUT and ALMOND DATE PUDDING
CHOCOLATE DATES
CARAMEL DATES
CHOICE DATES and ASSORTED NUTS
DATE SYRUP
SPICED DATES in SYRUP
DATE CHUTNEY
DATE CANDIES
ASFAR & CO., BASRAH, IRAQ
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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THOMPSON PRODUCTS
Ihompsoti " "
\&fyes
^i&S\
^
0L?o,
U.S.A.
KING PINS
and CHASSIS BOLTS
Thompson
"AST IRON
AIR
COOLERS
TOP QUALITY WASHING
PERFORMANCE FOR LESS
MONEY
MONARCH
0?
-^
7 >••''*
"C" 'iftffiSfSfewV/rt 'V
%
l-A
DELUXE
COOL, FILTERED
AIR
l-l
OUR FINEST
IN MORE THAN 50 YEARS
WRINGER WASHER
SPECIALISTS
Distributors : Sadik & Muhamad Kattan Bros — Telephone : 4430
126 AL IRAQI
CRESCENT PHOTO STORES
A. ABBOSH & Co.
354/1 RASHID STREET, BAGHDAD
SUPER-ISOLETTE 6x6
,n""- i ' ' ".'.
AGFA MOVEX 8 L
isr )|'\\ | ii. \|
CAMERAS OF WORLD
RENOWN
FILMS
PAPERS
CHEMICAL
and
All Photographic
Requirements
Shot Guns and
Ammunition
AGFA AMBI-SILETTE 24x36
AGFA Ol'TICl S
•>/arfcrro/or
\(,l \ COLOR im AT
AVAILABLE AT ALL PHOTO DEALERS
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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KELVINATOR
REFRIGERATORS
DEPENDABLE foR 46 YEARS
CONVENIENT to USE
COLD-CLEAR tot^e FLOOR
DISTINCTIVELY DESIGNED
ALL SIZES AVAILABLE
SERVICE GUARANTEED
IRAQ DISTRIBUTORS
IBRAHIM J. SAAD & FILS
TEL.: 7488 89781-5
128 AL IRAQI
LEITZ
for Ihose who want Ihe best
Since the days when it pioneered miniature
photography, LEICA has been regarded by exper-
ienced photographers as the ultimate goal — the
key to better pictures.
This is not only because the LEICA is a master-
piece of precision, but because it has exclusive
features which have been designed and built for
fast, accurate, and versatile work. People everywhere
recognize this — a fact proven by the evidence that
most LEICA cameras are purchased upon the recom-
mendation of Leica owners.
Ask anyone who owns a LEICA.
Our technical staff is at your service to recommend
the most suitable LEITZ — microscopes and other
optical equipment for the type of work you intend to do.
Sole Distributor:
LEON KOUYOUMDJIAN
FIXIT
Sa'doon Street, Alwiya
Telephone : 83414, 83417
BAGHDAD
SM Microscope
Pradorit Slide Projector
LAPORLUX III Microscope
EPIDIASC )PE Vh
FIELD GLASSES
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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LEVANT EXPRESS TRANSPORT S. A
ESTABLISHED 1930
TRANSPORTERS. SHIPPING AGENTS,
FORWARDERS, PACKERS, CUSTOMS BROKERS.
S GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
S GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
S GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ and ARAB GULF :
S GENERAL AGENTS
FOR IRAQ, SYRIA and LEBANON :
© SHIPPING CORRESPONDENTS :
9 APPOINTED SURVEYORS :
S PASSENGER SERVICE :
Head office
Also offices at
BEYROUTH
DAMASCUS,
Concordia Line,
Norway.
Compagnie Maritime Beige,
Belgium
Mitsui Line,
Japan.
Schenker and Co., G. M. B. H.,
Germany.
The American Express Co. Ltd.
New York.
German underwriters
Marine Insurance Companies.
Between Baghdad/Tehran.
Direct Regular Sailings between U. S.
Atlantic Ports and Arab Gulf Ports.
Direct Regular Sailings between North
European and Arab Gulf Ports.
Direct Regular Sailings between Japan and
other Far East Ports and Arab Gulf Ports
Express Freight Service Germany/Iraq.
World Wide Shipping Service.
Survey Reports issued for goods insured
with German Insurance Companies.
Frequent Services by Saloon Cars
and by Buses.
ALEPPO, TRIPOLI, BAGHDAD, BASRAH, MOSUL,
KHANAQIN, TEHERAN, TABRIZ, KHORRAMSHAHR, KERMANSHAH,
AHWAZ, BANDAR-SHAHPOUR, ARAK.
THROUGH BILLS OF LADING ISSUED TO ALL PARTS OF THF WORLD
In the viewfinder:
+Jty>
###6
/
lve times new top camera
ContofEoM
Here are the five marvellous novelties of the
CONTAFLEX super :1. coupled exposure meter— pointer
visible in the finder and on the camera body. 2 novel
exposure dial to set the exposure in the taking position.
3. three-component finder — subject, distance and expo-
sure can be controlled at a glance. 4. wide range of photo-
graphic applications - - wide angle and stereo shots,
life-size close ups at 1:1, tele attachements now to 400 mm
focal lenght. 5. rapid lever wind and rewind crank — quick
shooting sequence and accellerated film change. Plus the
famous CONTAFLEX advantage: the finder shows the
true picture — life-size, brilliantly clear, unreversed,
unaffected of the exposure meter needle and free from any
parallax no matter what lens is used on the camera!
ZEISS IKON
7? e L.
CONTAFLEX — the camera for connoisseurs and experts
Further technical advantages: ZEISS TESSAR 1/2.8
50 mm, bayonet mount for accessory lenses, dust protected
SYNCHRO COMPUR shutter speeded to 1/500 sec. -
two-cassette system for rapid change-over from 35 mm
black and white to colour film in daylight, removable back.
Two other new models: CONTAFLEX rapid, as
CONTAFLEX super but without exposure meter.
CONTAFLEX prima, similar to CONTAFLEX super.
Sole Agents in IRAQ, :
UNDUETSCII TRADING Co., (IRAQ.) BAGHDAD
Al-Iraqi — 9
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THE ALUMNI SODAUSTS
of
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
Earnestly beq God's Blessing on
THE CLASS OF 1960
Through Mary our Immaculate Mother
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
B. C. Alumni
Salute
The Class of 1960
•
V;
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MAZDA
LAMPS
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS :
L.&D.NANGASAR1AN (W.LL.)
3/184 Ras El Qarya
BAGHDAD
Tel. : 7042
f^C «' >'«uO(LiU
.1) products developed in
the •'Bay&i* laboratories after
extensive clinical trials are con-
sidered as outstanding scien-
tific achievements. In the hands
of the medical profession they
have proved to be successful
remedies.
\. J
Sole Agent :
SAMHIRY BROS Co., Ltd.
BAGHDAD
Tel. 86535
L e var k u sen
'» in,
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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AsJD) j i;l> yjL ji *^h
Walk a mile for 44 FERIDA 5*
136 AL IRAQI
UHAMMAD ISMAIL
y Jjj AjJ^J j'j*-' k—j.-jia
SURGEON DENTIST
for
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
CHURCH STREET — BAGHDAD
Tel.: Clinic — 7911
Residence — 9458
COMPLIMENTS
OF
Dr. THOMAS HENDOW
BASRA IRAQ
ANDREA s PHARMACY
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL EHEMISTS
TUSSAMAG COUGH MIXTURE
BAGHDAD TEL.: 4432
PHOTOGRAPHER OF BAGHDAD COLLEGE GRADUATES
SPECIALIST IN PORTRAITS
BABYLON STUDIO
JEAN, P R o p .
R.ASHID MRU.
I
BAGHDAD
Oppositi Ml rO'S I'll \l<M \CY Telephone; 87803
PATRONIZE OUR "ADVERTISERS
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FIT INDIA
Super Tyres
All The Year
Round
COME TO COKER'S FOR
"ALLEN" Excavators, Cranes and Trenchers
LISTER-BLACKSTONE Diesel Engines, Generating Sets, Welding Sets, and Pumps.
B.I.C.C. Cables, Distribution Systems, Power Capacitors.
A.E.I. Turbine Plant, Electric Motors, Alternators, Transformers and Switchgears.
B. ELLIOTT Lathes, Grinders, Bolishers, Drilling Machines, Shamping Machines.
HEENAN & FROUDE Engine Testing Equipment and Water Coolers.
"INDIA" Motor Vehicle Tyres and Tubes.
I.W.E.L. Industriel Waste Handling and Procession Plant, Abbattoirs ets.
"PARKER" Crushers, Belt Loards and Conveyors, Asphalt Plants, Mixers etc.
"DAGENITE" Motor Vehicle and Storage Batteries.
"PYRENE" Fire Extinguishers, Crash Tenders, Fire Engines etc.
STANDARD-TRIUMPH Saloon Cars, Sports Cars, Coupes, Convertible and Pick Ups.
"CASTROL" Oils and Greases, Brake Fluids, Cutting Oils Mold Oils etc.
WEATHERILL Loading Shovels, Petrol or Diesel Engined, 2 or 4 wheel drive.
WORTHINGTON-SIMPSON Pumps, Air Compressors etc.
YOUR ENQUIRIES ARE WELCOMED
W.J. COKER & COMPANY (W.L.L.)
TELEPHONE : Head Office and Stores 99091
138 AL IRAQI
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THE SWISS WATCH Cg
SEMIRAMIS BLD. AACHID STREET - BAGHDAD TEL. 747*
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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fl&tCl GYM SHOES
A MUST FOR ALL SPORTS
TIhe are macIe of superior wIhi'te,
NAvy bluE, bROWN or qREy duck
wjtIh Thick outer soIe
JUMBO— spECJAlly builT foR youqsTERS ANd
^fg| . SpORTSMEN fROM WHJTE, bROWN OR qREy CANVAS
SizEs 2-5 39o fils
^ 6 11 45o fils
' l )\*% HOCKEY BOOT — UnexceUec] as an aIIrounc!
) K ' f""' \ booT foR fiEld TRAiNJNc ANd aII kiNds of
M}Wk\ SpORTS.
IdEAl fOR All OUTSJdE qAMES.
/ You will ENJOy THE Mt ANd suppoRT of This
"f \ l^ fAMOUS boOT
yk SizES 12 1 45o fils
' \ <gnj) i* 2-5 49o fils
6-11 55o fils
SERVE YOU WELL
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D A M ASCUS
BAGDAD
BEIRUT
BERLIN
BONN
BREMEN
BUENOS AIRES
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
DAKAR
DALLAS
DETROIT
DUSSELDORF
FRANKFURT M
HAMBURG
HANNOVER
ISTANBUL
KOL N
LI SS A BO N
LONDON
LOS ANGELES
MADRID
MANCHESTER
MONTREAL
MU N CH EN
NEW YORK
NURN8ERG
PARIS
RIO DE JANEIRO
SAN FRANCISCO
S AO PAULO
SHANNON
STUTTGART
TEHERAN
TORONTO
WASH IN GTON
Travel with us...
we offer you ...
m German Service...
I Famous German hospitality . .
.
I Delicious German food specialities . .
.
I Perfect German organisation...
LUFTHANSA crews will ensure that you en-
joy a pleasant and comfortable trip, whet-
her your destination is Europe, North or
South America, the Middle East or Africa.
^ At the International Cookery Exhibition held in
Frankfurt, Lufthansa was awarded the Grand Prix
for its cookery and two gold medals were bes
towed on its cooks.
LUFTHANSA
Ask your Travel Agents for lull details
SAADUN STREET — BAGHDAD
Telephone : 31943
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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A. Ml KMAYMl JAM.
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS AM)
M i NUF. i CTURERS REPRESENT, i TIVES
Sl.Xth ST., BAGHDAD - IftiQ
MANAGEMENT 83088
TEL.
STORES 6752
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
"HOBORT" Arc Welders
Electrodes & Accessories
U. S. A.
"ALUP" Products
Adolf Ehmann OHG
of Western Germany
"BRISTOL" Pneumatic
Tools of Bristol,
ENGLAND
CABLE ADDRESS
" KAWKAB •
"DELTA" Woodworking
Machinery and Tools
U. S. A.
fiBALCRANK" Inc.
Lubricating Equipment
U. S. A.
SKIL Corporation,
U. S. A.
"SKIL" Electric Tools
"COLCHESTER" Lathes
of Colchester,
ENGLAND
"STENOR" Limited
ENGLAND
Douglas Ellison Ltd.
ENGLAND
Pumping Sets.
Read & Cambell Ltd.
ENGLAND.
Fire Extinguishers
"ACCO" Presses
American Chain & Cable Co.
U. S. A.
New Britain Machine Co.,
U. S. A.
Hand Tools
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Business Administration Building
3 iCiif ii)Cr^J»i^ ^>^
»
Gulbenkian Engineering Building
AL-HIKMA
UNIVERSITY
OF BAGHDAD
\<\r r
t^UfJ'-
->J^u c i • -*^ \*jjjiip
Spellman Faculty Residence FOUNDED IN 1956 BY THE JESUIT FATHERS
WHO SINCE 1932 HAVE CONDUCTED
BAGHDAD COLLEGE
»
.
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BOX 260 BAGHDAD IRAQ
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Dean of Men and Friends
AL-HIKMA UNIVERSITY OF BAGHDAD
Al-Hikma University is located in Zafaraniya, twenty
minutes by car from South Gate on the main road from
Baghdad to Kut.
At present Al-Hikma University offers two four-year
programs of study, one leading to the Bachelor of Science
degree in business administration, and one to the Bache-
lor of Science degree in engineering science.
Instruction, except in Arabic literature courses, is in
English. Both programs of study are similar to those
offered in colleges and universities in the United States
and are of the same standard.
Tuition is 150 dinars per year.
Cafeteria
' /
wzwmEte
View of Campus from southeast
Gulbenkian Spellman Business Cafeteria
Engineering Faculty Administration
Building Residence Building
AL-HIKMA UNIVERSITY
CURRICULUM IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
FIRST YEAR
3 Arabic
3 Economics
3 English
3 History
3 Mathematical and
Statistical Analysis
THIRD YEAR
3 Accounting
3 Business Law
3 Statistics,
Corporation Finance
3 Industrial Organization
4 Philosophy
CURRICULUM IN PHYSICS <&
FIRST YEAR
3 Arabic
3 Calculus
3 English
4 Mechanics, Optics
4 Qualitative and Quanti-
tative Chemistry
THIRD YEAR
3 Acoustics, Thermody-
namics
3 Differential Equations,
Advanced Calculus
4 Circuits, Electronics
4 Philosophy
3 Statics, Dynamics
SECOND YEAR
4 Accounting
3 Arabic
3 Economic Geography
and Development
3 English
3 Logic, Metaphysics
FOURTH YEAR
3 Accounting
3 Ethics
3 Marketing, Industrial
Relations
3 Psychology
3 Personnel Management
Business Policies
ENGINEERING SCIENCE
SECOND YEAR
3 Calculus
4 Electricity and
Magnetism
4 Drawing, Surveying
3 English
3 Logic, Metaphysics
FOURTH YEAR
3 Atomic, Nuclear and
Solid Sate Physics
3 Ethics
3 Fluid Mechanics, Heat
Transfer
3 Psychology
3 Strength of Materials,
Engineering Materials
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OR WRITE TO:
REV. JOSEPH L. RYAN, S.J.
Dean
AL-HIKMA UNIVERSITY OF BAGHDAD
BOX 260 BAGHDAD IRAQ TEL. 98571
144 AL IRAQI
NOW!
PAN AM
FIRST WITH
BIG JETS
FROM BAGHDAD No surcharges for any Jet Clipperservices alung the London - Beirut -
Hong Kong route-
DIRECT FROM BAGHDAD : The first BIG
JET service effective MAY 1 - FASTEST
between the Middle East
,
Europe and the
U.S.A.
Pan Am 707 Jet Clippers* now serve most
major European cities, linking BAGHDAD
with our giant, Round the World Jet Net-
work !
Pan American sets a new standard of luxury
by extending its famous deluxe PRESI -
DENT SPECIAL service. Or, you can choose
money - saving, low cost fare . You'll enjoy
quiet, vibration-free comfort aboard the big
Jet Clippers — Pan Am's 707' — largest and
fastest airliners ever to serve Baghdad .
Why fly any other way than with the airline
that was first Round the World — Call your
travel agent or Pan American.
i ,,i. rt. U '. Pal "if
Baghdad :
Saadun Str.,
Tel. 88300
WORLDS MOST EXPERIENCED AIRLINE
AL IRAQI 145
This man is a
PHIL1S wav
flic fabulous new Rotary Action 'Philishave' is the world's
lop-selling dry shaver. Tliere is a reason for thi* It is. quite
simply, that the 'Philishave' is the finest shaving instrument evef
produced. And why' Because the 'Philishave' makes i man look -
and feel - successful Because the 'Philishave' shaves closely,
brilliantly, without ever pulling the bristles; leaving a man's lace
glowing with health and comfort -
the face of a successful man!
Get yourself a 'Philishave' today.
I Prom you to you - or from her to
you - the 'Philishave' is the best possible
I present at any season of the year.
For men who travel, who
i,'o on holiday. Philips
In tin- the Philips Battery
Sharer
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS:
African AndEastern CN.E.) Ltd. Bagdad
TEL . 7355^ 67393
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HOTEL KHAYAM
BAGHDAD
THE FINEST IN TOWN
THROUGHOUT AIR CONDITIONED
COURTEOUS TERVICE IN
BAR
TEAROOM
RESTAURANT
AND EUROPEAN CUISINE
ALL 60 ROOMS WITH BATHROOM
AND 7 COMFORTABLE SUITES
ISMAIL SHARIF BROTHERS COMPANY W.LL
Head Office : Sinak - Rashid Street — BAGHDAD, IRAQ
Tel.: 6602, 7974, 87217 Cable: « ALHAMRA »
CINEMA DEPARTMENT :
Cinema Owners Throughout Iraq. Film Distributors
COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT:
Exporters, Importers, Manufacturers' Representatives
Sole Agents for
MAYTAG: Automatic and conventional electric washing machines.
GIBSON: Refrigerators, Air Conditioners, Food Freezers.
K A L E £ : Complete theatre and Cinema equipment.
SPLENDOR: Regular Houselighting Lamps, Automobile Lamps, Cycle Lamps,
for Industrial Purposes, Fluorescent Tubes of all sizes.
BUSH : Radios, Televisions.
WRIGHT : Evaporative Aircoolors.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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HANNA SHAIKH
RIVER TRANSPORT COMPANY
BASRAH IRAQ
Registered Company for River Transport
Freight booked on through bills of Lading for
Through (Overside), Transferred, and Local Cargoes
Special Quotations offered for large shipments
Sea-going transportation in the Arab Gulf between
Basrah, Kuwait. Bahrain and Saudi Arabia
OWNERS OF BRICK FACTORIES
Suppliers of Machine Made Bricks to Kuwait
delivered by our Marine Craft
Head Office: BASRAH Branches: AMARAH, Baghdad
Bankers: British Bank of the Middle East, Eastern Bank,
Ottoman Bank, Arab Bank and Rafidain Bank
Cables: "Al-Shaikh" Basrah, Amarah and Baghdad Code: Bently's
148 AL IRAQI
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left to right : Husain Afnan, Hazim Atiyva, Nuri al-Saidi, Frederick Edward, Sirbest Qazzaz, Mahir
Nuraddin, Faiq al-Qazwini, missing: Ajil and Naif al-Hathal.
: Zuhair al-Udhari, Daud Leon, Jalal Saur, Nimat Hanna, Salar Ghafur, Adil Yusuf, Sahir Elias, Husein Ali.
: A-Adhim Kiri, Arshak Yusuf, Iyad Kurukchi, Basim Yusuf, Muhammad Ali, Nabil Shawwaf, Shahir
Nuraddin, Hagop Yusuf, Ismail Muhammad.
: Amir Michael, Laith Metti, Jones Yonan, Hartyun Maranjian, Adil Malik, Ahmad Rakkan, Krikor
Simonian, Muhammad Atiyya, Hagop Kirop, Faiz al-Jurian.
: Joseph Boukathir, Raad Bunni, Ali Atiyya, Usama Sulaiman, Fatallah Yusufani, Ghalib al-Saigh.
; Swara Qaftan, Ala Yusuf, Nabil Ismail, Elias Khayyat, Joseph Kanno, Walid Antwan, Namir Nuraddin,
Muhammad Ali, Vache Dikran.
: standing: Muhammad Mustafa, Atif Michael, Claude deMarchi, seated: Nihad Abaji, Riadh Yusuf,
Gabriel Hindu, Fr. Mahan, S.J., Fr. Owens, S.J., Khalid al-Dhukhair, Kamiran al-Dabbagh, Aqil Atiyya,
standing: Imad al-Qazwini, Khadham Shubbar.
: Nabil Dabbuni, Khalis Mahmud, David Muhammad, Walid Dabbuni, Walid A-Rahim, Fattah Muhammad,
Dilair Armaghani, Sabah Fakhri, Majid A-Latif, Ziad Jamil.
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'j L 4kpi 4j^jNl oo-\
a) '^-aiJ f'Ui'i jj'JIj
t c
y/.
Jljjl f
a^ji iiw j a,vi
1 ^cj—jJI ulS"j_»- a-^>- ^->VI c c^—Jl ujjSC- jjAjI v-j^I t (A—i^ H>-V -^Lt ^jjL ^_jVI 4 lj^—J' i3jl£«
j^—jJI ^-jjU ^j-o-^- uV t ^~i" 0'"~a jj-^I i—»VI
\yJvCJ ^" AjJuJI I^IaL* ^!fiJ«;j 4*«U)I AaJJl oJIa
,Jp
oyJI AsUill l^jJLJ jt j^j c If- J&A\j hVSS^ 3* Infill
J5j <ul>J! 4JU2J SwVpL^ JLil Ij^w^j jl *-jJL«ij . 5j>-liJI
^j 4)1 djj£^im *^i . u^>i/JI j* j>t-. J^d i>*
oOa I^jj jl jj>y_j t *^--jji j p-_^>tJLj jjJJI
.
<U)I s-li jl Sjj^lll Ji^l <L^- 4-jLJuj e^JwaJl S;JUl
J*>U- C~Jl IJLa J ^a-^JlJl Jslixll Ip iJ^Jil JLaJ
<. ,^j-y~A\ vJj^ ^jliLj ^Vlj . Jl/iil J 3*>L2JI aJL-j
A-w Ijjjl JJ^I ^.;-- (_£
Jyj r-y ih*-Vl dJite JS"J oJLpLjj .aLj]? Sol La
JIJ.A 0>-} Oij
.
Joi^l aUS} JslJLk; aJ.S" £ j>- Jb~l
Ij*^^*- JjiyS jl U**; j>-_y l»ii . o^*JI 4jJJI jy.^p^jjl
jlS" jlj tau iILa \£j~& w U Ujj jjwU^Jl aU£
Q£j
>UpVI ^ li, C aJ 4>0 slJ. APj^lla. ^t>eP 21 jO ^l2^i 1J-^J -^^A-^ w A j5-i wJ«l;-
ol-llsi lp ^J^jJI j (i-^^j ^—~^Jl ^ VU-j J.AL1LJ
^^^-Vl ,^JI o>~^ w rcJaJl Jl iJUJidJj'-i^^Jj.^JlSj
j I 11.4 jji Jj^-^J jjL>.*j J^'l v>/J A^-jj^ ^^Jal^j
IS I \CM» V AJ^io ^>-jL; dJJoJljLa^-*' *^l di-i V . \~£"
. ^Vl Jl^^-^ . ^I-Uj aJ^J_;>- r^J^aJl Jj^U J Jbly
rtvajV c ajL*JI a< J-^ (^r-v2->tji^ (*-f»^~ j vjl ki-L>^
^CJI Jp J, . JO:^ *L> I^J JU-JI *V> jl jJJ
^r j - lijUij^j iJjJU-. - ^.iJLill iljtfJL^I „:i
'
->.** LI r\^P- 0-<-v.\J XN/I U 4 ^ '/' r .L-LU 0^
UJ AJtlll Aw-lj^ A tLVl *V'_4A A^4 jl
[y<^^^
1/
.
aJU- *V O^ll aJ>1/I cJl>i ... li-^r °^ '-—^l f
oa*>l>- *•• ... oj\^\ JaJb>fci ... ^jlJ-I ^rjj O-Us
4; JJI U* ;*^ ?t~^ ... ''J-l klUi ~^»j ... Sill
U'l ^ydl j*j ... jl>«J^I dJDj C-^ **l^ j^iOj
4—jIp tl^j>- tlliJI Uil~J« ... l^*_;_jl <Jj jl>t-ij(i
... t/b JOl-iT^i^ ... *liiJlj ^^l Jp iU.» lr!r
i-vir ,ui u
>,Uaibj
r^> l^l JUL ... ^Ij% /r^- 1 i>« ^ ,J^^> dJ^ ^
. . .
'S^i rvi
J /-
jf 4i^ Jlf
!V -I:
n
!V jU^Vl Jljjt U
! ! r>^i jp «jj»i m u&^i
... <oN (J l$\i JULi ^tjSsj jl~* r" »>-'
^ ... ^5^ j
'Jbl jli JL^- J! V
c
,*^U
...
iJlil
Jp.
uipSl o^Jl (jlill n*iJI J—
' Sr
.
jJLi J ... w^p . . . ^_jl~i o . . . Z» —
A-oij LI ^-
... jlTtcta I'juI ,Ul J ... aJL*
jlT ... iJ-dl l^Uapl C-^ ...jl^i^l oi* v-i^"
. .
. l^i»
.j ... aJ^UI; j -r_ _j ... <u~ij Jl yjp
j>-UJ
.
.
.
lip- l« .
.
.
\y~i l«j
. .
.
l^_*^~J_j
. .
.
{^-j^a.i}
.
,U^NI
(Jljjl ^A
% %
V ^1 -u- ... £^>-
c i j^JL i jJU^L t -uiVj j& ^j \f*£" illy" I
. SJb^-Lx c Syt*i-~4 t <lol) O^Ip Uxp ^-Jlj illy I
4JI jiall ^iplj t lAyiS" ^s-^I jyiiJl «0ll U yii; .JxJ
wd^Jj^^ CJy» l^2( UsjI CJI U yi*I*« iJlyl
jlj U 15 \^ tiJLil^* \* <L~-*2l£ j * ily ,~«» C-<J2>-j
V j^TaJI C»Jk>- V^ W* (Lsflii- illy ^ V oC
lg-*Ja^- jl ^y f I 6 ti>- ^_yfiJl C-Ja^ Ja j£)j
V *yfj jlil j« |«Soj U |,Souj UyfJt; illy I
Uly illy I t oJ dXZ>\ji A& iis|« (Aj l*j/ iljyl
aJj-lp Oly d-U-^ j_^ JiJl j~UaJ! I Jus. ^SJJ illy I
blf U \jc^ jcti\ jjjJI jyU ^SJb" iilyt t jl^i
Ujf^' J/wLiJl JyU ;SJij illy I ( /»Laj ^_^£ ^JUlicJaJ
\^*11jyU ^CL" iJlyl l J-Jrl yU~l iiyV? J^LiJ la IT
i* ^SJJ iJlyl t jL>-« Uyu diJI j\JaZ la IS" ^dJI
^rju" iii^jt t juii dVrj J]* jir^jui *yj)i\ j^\
$JS illy I i <C*
^J*i O^ i£Jih J^r' (J*r^' J2*^
iii/t c j^i^ ^i-i oysc jko jir ^ ill ^i ijla
lily I i ^_J-I ^^ilil dil ^*J
-*j J^J' Lf^v* jSJj
JU J aJI ^yi; CJi'^Jdl cjl^l J^JL-I IJla ^TJb"
?ji*JI IJla JTI^ o^ cJI» I!* JS'^SU; ijl^l s *liiJ1
L wU- .
.
.
wlp Jaij
(
J>j \~y*2 x*^~jj J$JJ iJly I
i^jliaji J&4 l^v? >c*^J iilyl . diJbUj wI^JlJj t kiAl^
-»« L^co^vJ IjIjI c jLvjl Jo aLo U jL^iil bj j V4
V a^I ^ Uxp JJUI J ^X^J-
9
.
9
•
• • • V_7J
jjl C-i5j UJLp l^tCj ipj; 1)1/1J ^
e. *
t di^j^ OiAli \^i cil^-j C-pj9 U^p l^lj lily I
J ^y^ ^ l^lj iily'l w U t lSj_j l^-ly C^r- iiljl
\Y 4 S^JI
i
tLi \CL£' aaj{*?\ \-£j£- <Sj^ ^ frW ^' jj^ ^ ^r^"
OL/; U Sy> 3> C-2J1 LITJ^ II J j>l Ll*
- *
r
"
r
LI 1^1 ^JuS^ oJLamJI Lv^jI (»LIj .^u^
a>s*aJI J;
4j Uu J^H-w* j*y ls
\
>JLft ! j,jc . i^JI JUUI Alk^
g\j fjj*. jTl J jlIII oljk^l
^LS'tLi^ ^U— \p jl Jl^l_j f.f"*" ft" ij& j^-^h
H I II
j^.% jy^/i jj^Jii.oi v ji>ji iju jp <w-^ ^»
j^* y^ (Jp ^L Aili jLJI ,ji/ jil_j JJi:—d)
Vj e^ jy\ J ^SOa N c «.l^ip JaJtf »*>UaJl J JaJ^I
V"
<fcfl JjIj IJjI ^Jfi-5 jil . 4JLJU ^jul J^l
aJ.A Lp Uj^ 1^ _^»l^ J1-5^' j> ^^ 1}^ k—^f;
5^^ f-^jil J ^^5l jl ^—^-1^1 Jj t <~-UJ-l AiaiJl
jjp . ^S, ^J ^*^>:"' .P^! u>^^ »a>Jlj Li* 4JUwlj
\ j£j£ £i\ jl
"Jp Jj N a.^U]I JftJsj^l Jl C-ilU
aJp ^ia^ jj J1-^' 1^ f J^-1 ^j^« t Lj^ 4 uiU
^L-J-l 4j_^jJl aS^J-I 4JI JLiJ Vj i*-l_;Jl)l a/-Xj iiipUJl
ilpl Jl (Jjwa* )j*t* dW-L* ^JJI JjJWI ON
II/- LiSj&& j\j>-^f\ J lili . Jb.JUI Jl ^3%^
Jl ^0^1 jli s J^u- jL-^l j Ir_^j j ,J}Uk j
_j L>- j *S\J_« y^Z' li . L~jJ Lv<a>w' -^tw? I_j ,JI J,>JI
^ ty»JUi \-*) ^»J<Jl AdJj Si^il jli jl^>-*yi_J <»j^.iL AiJ^»
U^* j_^f I VI U_jtf IJU,^
.
AJbX^) *.» LUt.14 J^j J
s^« > A
C&M&JM&
Vj*-j jj>o jl JUll J>IS"
{je*& JlS"4JI — J.fA-1 —
jjS"l apL ^ijLsi \>o 1
->tP ^
>U-l:ll
^y.j u^vill
«W^«o ^-^y. J» J
&<_->:/ a^j Cju-L" jl i ill*- 2 &> J^iaJ Cl^*l \JlS"
^-JU-I^A-lj *-*>L«*il V4 4>c*-lj 4>~i 4j*0 jlS" jJ jlS"
Ac- 4Jj*}hj } C ^IaU-Ij J^.** jjJj*b J w <J,\y2J>- i)yu2.£
^ULi Jl ^iU=>jl k-SCi-l SoLaJI j^Jj .(jVjj ol^A
C jlo^l J,jjj jiyiil w\JLa7 jJjJI jji^>- JjIiOjUai jU^I
CJLits t jyVl i«b£l s JlsCiVl Si-ud! SU-I J>
C^-^l j\) oU-1 aS^4 jj^p-L JJI JLTlJL j^l
iU- i. yUll e-jfc^ (Lu- IJ.^5
.
(J^iall Jj/ui* i}^ o*^
IJIaj cOljJb^dl jcS' jjj£dl
^sj?? diUij s oUI^Vl
SiLil JL*j . JJ _^' ^h olik*JJ ^iS" ^_J^I J*^
V dJM J**- ^lj V Lb I ou& . Jlilj
4^-
-)c\ Ja V JI'^Jl IJLa ajU-I jp J/j-il v» ^
<
—
>jJU ^j^a~» jyiJ ^ili*-! oJIpLw* ^_JQs>I JlA «l
jiJiiyi y ~^JI ^_il^ jLii^Nl t-il y (*JJj jlS"
jil
.
^^J^-j
,Jp
ey^-Jl^ Jaiwijl jj^ (j^j^l oJUL-Vlj
v sui ^tj vjo-T jscjj jujb.- y ui ji y^/y
U*>1>- C-i> Ule ,Jxp J.>-l ^L-ljwiJL ip ^^ jla!
^^ /»iUj aJLj^I j^Ip Ji^ A* 4^J^ 4ST,J«^
u iJ-M 4i*vSJ AlJ.J1 ^1^5 f-jl-s^aj J IS" . lil ay>-il
Jil;lj t Ipj J Jf.> J^Oj . Alyi^ lr^ ^l^- JS"
(^jill y C-VjjI U ISsj Aj^^tft ylj\ C^S\5 i LftjL J
Aj\j J^S3l o-">L- jlT. jJUH ULI ^aj J)l U5JI
J oLa U 4^j>-jJ ^-^-^i . S^La^Jl^ Jl^^lj Jj^-^l^
\^^>J lj j: J ^*«Swj ^^Alil \» IS O lliJI A>tlv-il V»
.
4>L-^iJlj ^.Ul
-wfiJl jl J-^l? A*^4 Swlp jJ J^fi jl r<2^-\ ilSj
Sil^dJb 4ilxll 4^>tJl
,j^J i^iJl 4jI^ ^ 4i*U- jjSs^-
s>~aj>- ^Ul ~Lm?I c-^5!" 5-^jL^jlj! *ujl v* Sjli^ll
. ^>-j^[? o-^^-l <-l-i*5l > J 4yJij lylS"Lc Ajlpl Jl?-
ip J, J-^j^- jf- S-UL/Vjj «-IjVI JlS" i2*ii-l *i
•yJipLw* Juilj OLtll Jp ,jJjA* (t-Ja^-lj -ilf^-jl 4«jlj.«
J^IUIj Jak^l J \y^J . J-S^l^ ^Ul J^j*>- **-s Jp
^- -JXJ\ JIa*Jj J.^tJj ?- _lJ i A^liaJ
1 1^_5^>- 1 f l-« l_j ,» L* I li JaJ
I
i^ 1> .1
If-* .-ju-U-^/I i i?« te-lil\ L-?- > Uili.U^OI pnjU
y^l lil»
.
jlJiA'lj apLJI y J,j\ \fr* jLi
_/^l e^^-aj
jl—>^i'l y^iia ^c y p-j^Jjl CJa/LJ
>V ^Ull ri-r
oLJ^I Oj^^'J^'J^ ^—=^l -^A* JL^tll IJb& mi»\ 'LLoIa
.
,^jl~1I ^Liill v 4-L^ ~-»~b» «a IJ.A« SjJU^I a£ >Jl
A~iJ J>- Aj^jJir All ... *UJI« ,^*>1>-Vl y A-US"
LJk' 1^1 y 4JJb <cJlJ! JbJ-l jl. v ,laJl r-LU 'o^J
Jl JLi Lu ^xi JL ^JLl a^ * j olo*f Jl Jyi
A^^ajl J2—J y?8^ J^'
-k*:^ \lJ& U *u-Ij yti
.
j>^l j,\ \> dJUi ... J^UJi ^iL*l b_ iLJli >crAiJI
jj.1 y'iLIIj ... LJjJI j iJLy ^1 ^L* U iLJl
Jill L^£ J c-> j* U !*JUI . jUI jlaUM^ jji3l
.
i—>- ;ij dJjJb CJU a*J»JI aUUJI J^U^U LUJI
dJLJI . fjblj Ub ^^JUM rVlj (ijJUJi Ji^uJI L-l dJLJI
4*^ ... ;LS"L ^>b>tpl \+£- ~\£ J*[f\ > i^ bl*jl
b J tClj . LLu- j ^^ y cJjj U, jLiA ^£Li
yt^Jl
^y I:xj vjj^il IJLfc j JJt/l jl U>UJl o^^- 1
; AjC^lal* y- O; A^- 0-L>ti
lib ^j ^jli^.1 Li Ijo^-lj . I-La aJ^Ii ^pUJI ^JUi?^
«t*_uj j
f^- j^ji U- LtL . ^* ^^ J
.
jf jkjl ^St-I L ^1^1 ^bJU . AU
^^JLil i^-si jL^-l JLP
&
^^I^IajIJI Li-L tcib-V r-oil LTI -J .
v^p fcj . ~*J > J.J
. ^*ljj.,» a>-I-^ -»sj ^5 ^jj.L-L oj^i j^l^ .*-\jjj
^1 ^J.1 ^sJ! ^1 J^-JI dJili ^ ^iL*l
AjjUa^^A (JSI A^ii^ A^LkUl a^LI^I ^; Jjli; V ^JJI*
.
45jli; ^ ^Jl
ylv«<l 4^-U>- ,'tvj ^iJ.11 LlA
aJI Jio,aJI U ^
jyjlj Ji^ jl JIS" Mj Lip oJ.^jj
L^J LSjlJiu jAj i_*DJ ^5 aJLALiJ J cJI t-b-iJI jp ,j
IJUJI * Jl^rJ) ^2.jCj g>"\j A^>- jj r-i'jj/l ip ** v ;/*"''
J
JljJL>ci) ^aj oAaLIj J CJIcUi*- li«
,J ajISj a~j*>\jt
.
Ul^ ^ Jliij L"l>J vil^^iJ o?-5^
-V o^ l**"
ajL^>- aJj AjliLijI^ a^-L^j LJI a>- 4; ytij owU&Lij J c~)l_«
. uyJjai lTuu ajuji
aj^Ijlp^I Av-ljjdl ^1^1 U- L^J^I jl -Uj Lm^j i[>l aJISj
LJI *>-jt . "^^1 AjJUjj -oiJI Ly j ^L^-Vl *Jl>J
^*JISLJ-I ii^.4 ^l^i J^JIJI JLI L .S^pil ^jl i)
Jl -^o-bL Ji>-b jl AjjJi cA>-* AJLi y- aJjI _»p^I U
^^ill^JbLl 1«jA\} iL^>-Nl jS^Jj J-ijJl^ A4*>UI C^U
.
l( aJI j« ) U jA
LxiJlj L;_»Jij (^xp^y Li I i) : "SVj U ^*bj>l jp
(
iT j L'LI J.;At..>« Jl >JLkJ v_5af- LI lT S^TJL^
-ar
" Ua_« L-b 1 ?|tllU U {cJ L"L^ J IaL^ AJiJ-
^^5^^ . ^Jblil nJ3l^j J jL»^J Aj-b>- lp C-JLy Ajw?
\^-\j* J U/u«i j*>il^ \cr^3 ^ ;:rt;^^ °-^?:" ji^ jLLJj
U . A>- • J-^pbv jy jL^^Jjl ^*>l:JL- vl...»- A--l)jJI
.
Aol~lP*^l Luxjji tLl)l -Uj Av-jJll \* \£- c
<j 4iJ^l^4 j^j<i^\ a^Ij jj ^ua^- ^j&j£t ol^l yl lp
.
I JL>- Sjwai 5JL* J_j If- bJ J3\ Jl/^l -A oOa
: l$."*lj *ujI *U jl LiuJkl J J I/- 1 3J.P J^ JjUtJ^j
*L»-»>Jlj s-L J\i\! <LiL<?l ^JJ-i J^ *Jy*&>-\ — ^
(U-- J dJili* t^jW^I j-^l^l ^_juai! ^yJl 4jJJI J
.
ij\jj\ OliU*l*l
^| jjill r^l *V*l
OlyL- OwU- 4^1; aiil *Li jl il^-Vl ^j%-" — V
.
JI^JI *Ul Jl o^
i^J OOP Jyklj /»U Ji il^-VI jl (Jj) i JL* V»J
v« LSI^>-I SJpL~« l^Uj *U3l ^U^^l jj^z (V oLas*
*£j"N
./LrM J jl*^ 1 -^ JJ>Lll JyJI ^jtiJl *bl
J>-b ULH «j> J ^>-lj * J Utf» J^j ^O'j^S f~Uj JbXt-yj
*^ J*^- Jr4 ^j>^*iL- djjl *Li jlj L&uJil J l^. f»L2)l
j^l-Ul J^a^j *^I*^» L*—« >J s_->*>liajl Li^>-I oLp-j
*~^ j^C^Uj il^\l ^w-Ij ^S^iV A^yiJI oOA j^ol Jlj
Oj« LJLH j UjjjT, IbUl j ~^J j*^>j jjJJI Sj^Vl
*>-j ,j~~*-' J^ r»-£*^f ^!"!# *L^I ,y \x^iL- dill *Li
. dJd*iS" Jj>J Jlj ^JL- ^aJLi J f*^j jlj ^S"li.« Jilj
iUiVl ^j . jJydl Jj <u)j
.
oJ.pLJkl
f*.^*
»w-~Uaj "..» jj 3J.pLw«j
Jj^iJ ^J"jJX\ * *V1 Jl AjJLa jTJLij ^UVl ^15—0
JP \ jy;*J dAIij ^-IS'jP SjLp -ftj iLJl o^SO Aj^IJIpVI
J UJb ^]l a^^l i*4>sA] aUI o^ Jj_jSj ^U^'VI ^Sw.
oLjLil j aJLSOI J-i^J C^^ Cr^1 fA* J-^
^^IopNI iLJl S^S" jjji) I—J; C-JsS' Xi-^aj — *\
,^-lj Jj_/^I ^-1 V; slJ?^5" ^* AJUaJI .iU^ L.\jjj
5l;LC_ *LdJl ^Aj
~oJ>3 J O^kjti wb^lj jT J jUVI
j.^» Aivi>bll iL-UI ^*j j*\\ y 1/^-1 A*il aIvJI S^j
JT S^pU^ Jl r-l^i JJI* J^:>-Nl i>>-j j^Vl
<»LaJI Ujl?- d,U-Uj c A^xJij a;^>I 4?tlva.^ Jp jj*p cij^
c Ai^ ^yi Ja~- j a;^ iUiJ j pfSjte* Jlj
^^L^JI Sljil ^>^IJ \^£\i SjbVl <i«l^ Jp Jjv2i-I 0«J
U^lip l>-bf aljUll C~>^_j . U J*j3j-' |*Oi[* 5^>jiJL
^_j:C Jl l^u^ vlJL-jl l^ -U j5o J S'UI Coc^j
.
SljLil J*j Jl:Jl j»jJI j ilJjy j a;9j1I iijJljjLI i.^L|
//j SjJUaJI* *\ SI S^S" j oljL^ 3jUj ^Ldll —V
j ^bjl kLi^l -j j C-. J*u* J d-lii>j ^^kll
jjUill ^*i>d!j 4^-jJ.ll l>-b ^_->*>U2JI v» yv^^Jip .--jij
aJ.A j (jjjJliJl Jp ^k-/^I C-*^3j ai_« -rJu aUiIIj
.
oLjLil
4^v-lj aL^- L*Li I J.^ iu^il JL/Vl ja j!5} — A
J3-N oJj^L.^ ^"^Jlp j^j . j*>UaJl y>
^i U-UUJ JlyJl j-jU Jl ^UJUU a^joII J jl^Vl
Ip^JI ^-*Jr
\r 4 iijJi ^
•,p *ilju~- Ji«
0> ^ w'< (*-*'
IV^ 31 &L>dJl s_jl?o\ A^^I^^ALjalajAOjjI-OJ frU-U A-lkJl
JUj *-
S"« . ,-*-*l>^l ',-» jr-Ajlj *jl Jl V " <".>t^ .» j «2
oisii i^u uli jj.i 51 ^*>\yi AiiJ
jliO^i ,W *Up^I JliJI . Jl J
\
jb-i ^ij iU'^J Lxj, ioli
.
JL^VI «u j J« aLxJJI
-wll Ip JA'l - Jl JL* a^JJI C~*.-s.
.
i^jL^2Jl <L£
4* U IS" y'U 1
r
r»u-i . ^ik'i
L;r*\
Jr1 JdJ^ J
,^2J Lu* A *w^«
iJL l^. il^Vl J jtu^» jL^J- CJ*^I *U SJlp JUj j
.-all J^Lti'l *, ; J jjji, . i^b Jl a;>JII. o*>U^I
Lp^ jl JUjj
.
w»^UaJl j* J>J! iJlP jf\ Jp J^UaJl*
ISC * ^Ik'l a.4JI> -^iJl UU. jUJJl ^U*aS/l y
v_^Ul > J»Nl ayLiU ILJ2J ^JJj« f^fA^1 a!> *Jal~J U
aUNl jl Lp ^J 31 *UJI al^Vi »*l-o y JJUl
^iS LL« U-« ^J-La^j iiiall jyb- %P r^jJl Jl ^«—
1
s^>
-v ^1 aU-ii? U L^j>-« ^jTlil j\ jlO^ji
5^,5" j Ol ; L» Sop ILjL ^Lp'^I »15 Jl«J — Y
jl*uil ^jlji ,jj«j
_•
ii>Ji ii^ijLpi j,j y j/.j 4JLJ1
1/
^
all ^1 ji Ui» L-oi ^*>ai j^p j^i>- jj - r
li^l U U jlS^ . juJI j I>m\! oUjdl w- •IjiHJ
^a^>.>-« ;,i^yi
L/
AAiI !l ^;
1 »«JC^^
•^4 Al»v 4j iUl
.Ip Li
Jj^" JjUl- JJlj ^*>Ua]l JJ ^y ;>.Jiil OUI^MJ
•^ Jp ,JIaJ ^f 1S.Z* . LI* J^2**j ^5^ ^-^p ^i"l
3^
?-jL>- ^.nJL^JI AJUaJl* iilyJl Ajjj^J-I J iikJl ^^
Ji.)» p^kyLp ^y>j J JpL.u^j OljLaul Japl* ^S"l
waj oijiU i^l >_aJ^j ^^ju \cJ> JjUi'I_j 3j>-jl f )
j
4q>- \» (jL^I aJQ? J^nj o^liaJl a-b--»jl Jj^v-j («-r.J^
4^j>- y iUjJl A-oyJl JjjJl iJllsj ^l_yjl 4JJ? J;J J
io^UaJI L5^?- jl -ji'y aJ\j*!)\ Aj j^f«J-l aUIs> j^j
C~^iJ Jl iiiUI 4jJ?»Jl v_«*JlJI a5^>- y lj>«.^ V *J^-
Jl iiiUlj AL^I^ic^il oLjiil «***^y Lj^Lv-j U^Sl^l
Ip* JUaull 4L#\j* Ip lijL^sl (jl*y . oy>^il aU-l
liLj«^?* jp fliJuL L-Lx^-^j LocJi SjjJ^lAftb jJ^~*iJI
. iiiaJl* s^jJlW j^>- Jl AJ^UsI aJsLaJTJJI ^-L-Ji^v* ajLm*»j
I
>-l -to>-l *.» . J^l ^_~3cJjl ,«^ v^**-* U-*^ - 1^5
Lii \ ^l^3- jsodl j JaJjl j\^<iiJ aJU^J' ui4«5\>- >m
.
I^ail Lit—» «*i>tlJ« AJui-l
jliJI jijX ji^ j* jjj^l* ^iUl pJl JlS}
AjjJLJI^
;
Ull J UiaJl obUI ^Ut^^ ^a^l »jjl ja
jlSj . aJI^Ji ajjj-j^-I frl^i *^ J oU^Jli oaUIIj
•uljl ^Jw^Jl y a«j jl . aJU aJ>JI ^j Ujip j^ptJ^il
Jl jL>AJj>-_« J2jLJ» r^2^ L^-Lw5 ,-JUJ>-l a^j ^
UJL>- (t-j'-lj LxJp ft-i-- -^ * -v—'
- |p jl—wtfi-oil w^aj
_j a«^mJ1I
/.}'}& \*\& ^h ^r^ 1 -^ ^ ^^^ , J^ !H/^
j,Ul
^^^ » 4jc>vDl apUI
-3 1^1 » c>
L)l« ^.>t_J^il V* Aj*>\jj ftb^l r-a*J _• ^*uJ.-:Ll», JajUaJl
,-L- 1<C f\J3^\ JjJLw» Jl jjJLi ^^JflJl jis5
I Jlj.il >Y
£Wjtf;&
J*jC«j(^JiJI JyJl *>JI Jif. J^l *^Ji (1)1 — T
: J, I j-v.i V.y^ °Aj^ s^
4-Jli)l 3.1 ^.U llsj 4^jy(]l 4.4 )H ^ t- y>- <j[;*jl ji — I
Jl/Jl Sjjj J, I j^ ^Jl IJJ> y^l jjDl jlj — «-->
IJLa
,J clSTpi l^lj /»JLa]l -U-4 ^j[/Jl ^_^Jl \c^jSo lj.4j
.Jp ,h^^ Jill CJjll jjiv-^jl -^ AiiliJI S-i^U Uij (ji^il
. ^ ^©A jy \ £ ^»jj J aj^J-1 Jl ^«JJI Sjjj ^15 ^ JJI
JjSOl JaJ^b SJI^JI ijj^^JLl JaiJ ibToi — i
aJ_oJL~.il ,L\J>~\ a«3 jl ^3 ' J*y py*^~ 3 »—A~~J' e^'J JN
SJjU^I AJIyJl aj j *$-«JU lT U^ V iJI u'
!lj ,jivA>-l ojAj 3-lJU-M aJIj*JI 4jj*4^
.
o\J~\j
*£-\jJ] 4~aJJI aL;^JI
rs VJi*>\J ^l^JI vjsjj^l jjl)l Oli i»UI
L^.4 jcXj Syl-i ^jA 4*jL^)1 4j j c.^ -o>- 1 jl^^L t_jflJui
4?-a^l4 O jlk^l 0"^AJ y* 4-«J>- jj (_JflJ l^j (*J>- ei'-^
. c
ji ^*xl uy 1^- J2^ 4^»A^ 4Llvo l^ia^^j jjlil *lij )
SylJlJl Js^
^J>-
4j Ja^ J^-l-^l J^ 41-klw. £j\j£ (jlx
Jaki (^^oA l^j jji U) lcvr^ J ^:J.J Jj^ ^
j\A 4^>JI AjLxJI* j>t^^ ^JjL.—!l jjJ jl i \jzi\ ij.S'
:
jUjJI jj.*j — oliJl S^lil
Oj>Jl ^-^^Ji Jix a>-j*A\ 4L.AJJI 4*J^Vl jl — \
—
'• J 1 >yj
^r° JjNl Silil l^lp C-^ai [> ^^o^iJl f jJj JJ^ ^0A
0.3 1~» Oli 4lil~«.4 4jjjv^> t3|/^' vl)^ vl-Joil jjl^JUl
.
SLIT
»UjUS)I xp j{^*y ^^ J -J^il J^ 1 j^- — 1—*
^^ o 1 (^b 1 ) fA^ ° t^j:. »i!/^' V—
J
j-*^^-**J 1
\ \ * il^il f
m^
*j\ Jj>\ Jjs*
iJLLJI
V J^JJI <L**i »LL^ :
(i H
:
jyjl (Ja*JI -
r
r
- i
1
Jlj.ll f
4*4^2)1 jp ^wUlj a;p jl»Up (5" ~Ltf>j Jjj/*JI (j^ rli-iJI
.
SaJU-M v.^
oA (_£ Jjl t^*Jjl *- J J .ijJ^I v-^l>tl~-l JJiJ — fl
.
SjLJ^I jji \ I SjjXj ,f<2^9 4l«
• ok^ 1 J^- J ^-^"^ *bj ^^y li — *\
J^ J <J' ^.j^ 1 r^b -^ rw jjJ/j~* li — v
.
v^^jdll *-LI o^^» ,j jUVlj
A*^li it-VJ?j aXa^m JijJ~\ Ija i^^-1 <-2j~* — A
A>*L-*yL
.A*^ ^Uki J&j>-* ?JLJu*i LI — ^
.
ojJ-I
• uW 1 ^.j7 J^ J J**j ^j^j (j-^ 1 j*- — \*
jl^U^lj A^IJ I b j*ij 4*^jJl JjujI " P U JU —\\
^jji y& IJIa jU 9~ y^3 >w3^l U[^- »^« opJoIj
^SsJpwl ilyl wl?-l jjS'l jl) v^JS^JUjIj ^>t^l Ijl — ^
S^Lu- j Ujj J^L- i^\j (»^J Jk5jlj — -jvUxil ljJ\ —
.
v_~*Jjl ^jiw. *isjj :>*>Ul J
f
»_UJ^ AsliiJI jLi j'^ApV
j£j:_ V l^Jb SI i AsUiJl^ JUJI Jp Ju^o Ul — Y
. y>^jj jl JlLU
j^u jA i^gi ^-l" j ^)\ ^xj\ ji -r
J/jwlial^ _jJbdl A& «.LsiaJl -^ \X*£J OjLsi LJp ^^>xJ
.
JUJlj AsliiJI JU-j ^p -UipI L. i Li
Jbl
-Lj i^j^- J £ijL jl J=rj jp ill _*>-jl - t
J^ ^j jrJjUia J/_£jI>i* l-»j>dl U- S"JpL~;j Sj.o
^j\:4?*-^a)l (Jl
4Ji3_j A-«ps>- ISj 5p- 45Ux^2jl jjS\J jl JjjI — ^
.
J-uJl^
(^_A>t^2.jl L-I^4_«^jl>t^2jl t_^Ll j'j J/.«u^»e-s«ajl jl Y
k—Jl»-WJ ^2'r*^' ^5 <>_~*-iJI jrv; 0y>-\} A^-J ^_->jUij L-J -A
0/^L JUJI
olijj A-^'^ l^^w» !*»-*» ,j Ujjj ^*.~J bjl — 1
• <-?\*f (sk <J&~ J^^ J J^ 1 ^-' ^ ( — v
jlSCil_j olJUl jl^il : tJli ^<o U5I UiU joj _ a
.
SJ,pI^> j- j^aj p.Sjy ^ Jy jl — ^
^^j J«UJI ^^ eJiJL^I 4j j^^J-i J b'l — ^ •
J)yjj if e^>-l UjuI ^-OJ UUJI 7<L~*p\ Xas l^*!l v—»j
Jl JjIj ^\j ^_^tll f- j^"- y> J y>- jl — U
JjjJI <~>y>-j ,jp-\ >—>j>-3 <&\ i—>j>- Ills' Li l« ^_^«^JI >—'>-
SC^I Jl jJyc L-j iiyU Jj> j jjy'L- LI _ \ Y
o^kJl J!
(J A^,*L>- ^Japl jjSvJ '_-?j~^ aJlA Uln^U- LI — \
.
ia-««Vl Jjy-tJl
Ol^-pO»l« (j\>-^>ielll **i^ ^^" A-^ CJ ^ — Y
c.
—
A^jyJl A4^/lj jl^il s__-*-iJl Z*j£- *X-\p Slji jjJ^Ss^- ^-U
aJjJI jlj Aj^lll o;^l J jLui ^jl
—
j lil — V
.
JUJI Jaiill ^ajy j_^- ^1,
jlj^.X*»il , Ip v_a5o1i Iaji-oJI**i1 jlj a^».iv«/» Lj aj — £
.
A-^o-WI 0; jiJI
J^Jc]\» JUil (j^j ^J jl <_^f_ 4»*>UJI jU —
^3 j;y^)l\ ^r-jl^l J JLJbJI jl LywUr l jlTI ^1^
J^ j iJ^Ldl 4-^1 Jp., -til ^l>LiVtj ALdl Jp
.
jisC> is' j aJsjj^ ^wi , ji»_»4 4! ^*jj -.i*ji — *\
15} *S^4>~ oL)^* J^J *-^< l<wa>«-5' ^ol —
V
jr4 r"' J^ J:^-J" J^ J-? (^^ J ^^ ^1^ 1 ^ 4
.
aJLJl U* J <cjjli ca ;Ji ^SoLll?
jjijJLl Jt« oUUT^I Jj$» JjJ.1 Jy uijJL_l -- \
.
k_jcjjl ^b
,_§ SjL?- 3ai ^t^v^l Ji (JxxrL-1 jl — Y
?- jjJl Jlj L» a~ju-Ij JL« jlS' ,ix^l LIa jl
^_
f
&j&- ajAJL^zJ ^_ocJjl JUIJa-ij -Js^l rJ»jl Aj^J- ^,rv^aJ-l
J I s.\jld\ j;y~~* ij jl Jb J LSI - \r
lib* 11 1^ LpUjJ! jp Jfliji jl j<Cx N til _ U
.OUi» JJULaj jlLJI IJla J ftl^ iwJl/*^ uij]^ dA!b*>
^>ocj III Ul * ,JI lJu*> ^-b>-« c ! J I — \o
^uvi jiJiii ju-j *\> . j^i ir.i _n
j LU)I JiiU SJUVI iJli?. uyi jU:i hJ^ * Lcl
. j^-foJU: >-L"L SiUI 1,-1 ^Jj»i jJJI Lis,
.
^-ly-l y^. ^_sciJl tbl J I sIj^SJI /iy. ^-lli*Vl Sib J J
j ijjujj ji jyi jip-i ^ tjiti jji _r
oUI—!l oJla jj&d l-^l oIpL- j ^^3*>1>-U -..^^p-
U JjXj jl. ay- OlUL'l jyC" jl Jj J Li I _ i
4-»J/Jl i ;^*>t\] JL— aJ^I ObliJl jl
.
oJJUI
^rJljiil tiUp-Vl Jjy) OljIyU yJJj jl - \
rS-\ A—
X
£jl
Uiy£ o>-l; jl
jl
-Y
.
jjJI IJLa j ^L'LU j£j ^IjVIj JlyVl iy*
5&« (Jj^J fcl; ly" 5t>" »^JI IJlA ^J Li I — f
.
^juji
oM^ oyju J*>UY!> jJbUi J aoUJi Jl^j
.
kyJJ ijJlUI jjull yfc ^^ ^~a*Jl jl — i
.
5j-iil Jl jj V, i^l Jl jj Jl - o
JL^UU Jl ryxil ,0)1 do Jl Jy^ Jl — 1
jU-U JJUaill JU c jtf JU J ^j y*~J ^JL&I.
ur j ^r^i ja lt ,i jif^i j- 1^ oi - v
.
Sy-I LiU jy^/l [ill y 3 \ v-jyJl y
.
^_jclJl Ijla sL/I y~l L^aJ,>t_ji( ol — A
jb^Nl jl. *->L-Nl ,a jb-JI iJ.jJl -,o jl - ^
5y ;>*>Ul o^U J
Ijjb ^5 SjS j*~+?\ ^j 1
.
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COMMERCIAL
SECTIONS
Mr. Asadi directs Arabic typing class.
Elocutionist. Photographers.
Father Williams instructs the English typing class.
21
21
2*
21
21
2?
2t
2>
21
21
2>
1
:
cSJUjII J!3jll jlp jlJI
^^Ul Jl^JL- J—II
»lil , ol ^L^j J II
->t^Ji i_jIaJI JLp j II
^_jJL^il ^Jt-JaJJl JLp Ju~JI
J*>L^JI (S-^Ssll JLp jlJI
JjuIp iiy j^Ji
i) \*£- y$ ^_-> J jO ~L—1
1
^J*: u^y. ^ri^ -V^ 1
jlil Jlp ^y wLJl
^5jUI oljJL- -u^ jlJI
lc-1 S^Zjj .yaJI Jj> JLwmJI
y_9ljjjl Sas-- wUwjl
:,UI U ~uJl
lla>- ^ZL& JL-JI
^ jJi p^ Ia wL^~Ji
cJLjJI ?cJL^ ~Um wl-^J
s-^L
1
Oi
y
^L-Vl -Oil JL-I JUJ
LijJlJI Jjl JL.J
<~U-I JL^I j>Sa)
4J2JI jSLI j^-J
^ aiA ,.* J2J ._L»»»J
^JlA L»aJ wlSa]
jlil '.*«> J~J
<a^> ^JL?- J-*»lall
JU-JI v.
J-l aJij^^.jj
^JJ
JLJ
jfUll a^l j^ij a„_J
^
Ctftfcftftftftftftfcfofof^fNWf^^
tii&&i\
«U>- 2
iS^A)
y jlJI
<15 Ju*Jl
uik ^u-i >ir
LJu~^|»A ( > J jO
JjjUM JU^ JLJI
JsjU j-i; »u^ jlJI
C~<».Ss>- Sy±£- -L^J
I
«.aJL>- JSto.^- J.~*JI
JLUI ^jj^^ JUJl
(
/?
-o <J I ^ J*- J J~~ '
IplyUi (_£ X^A JL-JI
JIJjJjIa jUI^ JL~Jl
d-«AP- v_i_-»iaj J.v~Jl
fUl l^jl^J
L »4J v A-vJaJ ji !l
7|- l>- 1 *d \.^> r~Jy J»~J
I
j y.c- <~jjA*j J.^~*ji
JjJ*)I JwJl jlTlj JUJl
-U-^' -U.V Jaw' '
^£ *4.*J I .} l**»< Jv^*J I
oo Ju*** Ju..»JI
40 TtJLs^ JL*JI
^j\^a^*J\ :*dU? J.^JI
jUL>- JpL? jjXiOJl
jllaill JpU? J~Jl
^.^>- ^aIL? jl~JI
J*l^l J^Ip jlJI
Jl>y» i—jIajJI wLp Jw~Jl
JaiU-l ^iUI wLp JL*JI
f-jjJU jUp I jlp jlJI
JUJl jU-l j~p jlJI
JJLLi jU-l JwsP J~JI
J^ill j^jl JLp JLiJI
IpT^J JljJI JLp jlJI
^^J I v-J-l jip jlJI
,^4^UI dill JLp Jl
-D'y ip j^JI
,njj3 J ~J >ljJI
-j jj-xa J> )l
J^jJl jj^I jlJ
jJla *lil j, !
7-bi ^a^I ^^
-t-Jjl J 1^-4 --^IjjJI J.^wj
vjflj^ji JywPLfl J,*vJ
L jJj I j U- JL~J
d?S^?~ Frjyr jj^^
il»>- Jv^a"- J\^^J
j>-4^.wi2.j jjxAJ
3 g
m
X-
^^
f


